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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

IF.T i been serving as a resource contractor for DNA providing information for

the deý. clopment of the SXTF instrumentation program plan and conceptual design,I concentrating on the areas of facility control, data links (especially fiber optics), data

recording and processing, computer architecture, and spacecraft charging.

For this effort we have:

1. Identified possible computer configurations for eAercisiniz facility control,

data logging and data processing from which a strawrnan conceptual computer

architeccure for the facility has been developed.

2. Identified both benefits from and problems to be faced in imposing design

standardization on SXTF instrumentation in terms of computers, software,

interfaces, signal conditioning, and data links, and reviewed possible schemes

for implementing this standardization. -1

3. Assessed the state of the art -1n fiber optic data link technology not only in

the context of recording SGEMP data, but also in the transmission of data and 7A

control signals between the satellite and the facility, in controlling and

monitoring pulsed power sources, and as part of a general facility grounding,

shielding, high voltage, and dielectric isolation plan.

4. Reviewed the state of the art in the development of transient signal

digitizers in the light of SXTF requirements.

5. Defined the source requirements for incorporating a spacecraft charging

capability into the facility, assessed the adequacy of existing hardware for

providing a reasonable simulation, identified needed development, impact on

facility design and costs, and problems created in adding these radiation

sources to the facility.

In preparing this report a great deal of data on how large experimental and test

facilities are currently being designed and instrumented has been acquired through a

series of facility visits to large nuclear physics accelerators (SLAC aiid LAMPF), laser

,;t -



and magnetic fusion installations (LASL/ANTARES, L3/NOVA, GA/DOUBLET), and the
LASL Plutonium Reprocessing Laboratory which is summarized in Section 2. For
historical interest and comparison, a brief discussion of the way in which CASINO was
designed and built is also presented in Section 2.

During the course of our facility visits a pattern emerged which describes the
manner in which the rationale for which a facility is built Is ultimately translated Into
hardware. This is discussed in Section 3. The most important points relevant for this
phase in the SXTF instrumentation development program in which a conceptual facility

I' design is about to be undertaken are as follows.
Before the production of a detailed hardware design, several steps are required.

These include:

1. Production of a system instrumentation block diagram which is a translation

of required tasks to be carried out into hardware equivalents.

2. Production of a catalog of needed data/control items organized in a manner
2 which readily translates into a facility design. j

3. 3. Carrying out design tradeoffs in which conceptual designs are assessed in

terms of factors such as costs, convenience, availability of technology,
impact on program schedule, adequacy to achieve planned function, etc.

4. Establishment of j clearly defined set of ground rules under which hardware

design is to be carried out, including4

a. Degree of automation, i.e., hardware or software implementation of
tasks.

b. Specification of facility design practices, standards, interfaces, etc. "f

c. Establishment of a facility grounding, shielding, high voltage, and
dielectric isolation scheme.

d. Software specification in terms of language, operating systems, data

formats.

These ground rules should be embodied in a facility design practices and standards
document. In pursuing the facility design the use of a graphical systems analysis
technique such as Structured Analyses for Requirements Definition should be con-
sidered. A Standards Committee should be established to enforce conformity of design
to the overall facility plan.

6
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In developing this facility standardization In terms Of Interfaces, signal condition-
Ing techniques, data links, process control hardware, computers, and software wilt be
desirable from the design, operational and maintenance points of view. This process
will be complicated because, of necessity, hardware will be purchased from many
manufacturers. An attempt to Impose standardization at a very detailed level may
conflict with a given manufacturers design practices. It may also prove costly because
one pays for putting Instrumentation In modularized, standard packaging (overdesign).

To the greatest degree possible, such standardization should be carried out using
Industry-wide accepted methods. Commercial hardware should be used and should be

Custom Interfaces.rSeveral possible methods for Implementing a standardized design have beenA
examined. If a computer configuration such as that presented In Section 3 is adopted,
where all computer hardware Is purchased from one manufacturerp it would be logical to

use his signal conditioning and interface hardware as much as possible. Otherwise, the
choice would be a manufacturer Independent scheme such as CAMAC, which seems to
be gaining general acceptance for Interfacing transducer and process controllers
packaged In standard modules to digital computers. In any case, a cost/benefit analysis

wil deermne hedegree to which standardization will be imposed on the facility

Vroscontrol/computer options are possible, ranging from minimal use of
computers f or SGEMP and diagnostic data reduction and analysis to complete
automation. The scheme which we think deserves careful consideration i's an j
interactive, dynamic, computer-operator system. Both facility operation and data
logging would be exercised through a computer network where one or more operators
are in the control loop and exercise control through interactive$ dynamic graphic

displays.
The proposed system is a modular, distributed, multi-task network. At the highest

level would be a supervisory computer to which the test directors console and possibly a
master control console would be connected. Each major instrumentation system would
also have a supervisory processer through which local control could be exercised through
a dynamic graphics console. At the lowest level would be a set of microprocessors
which would carry out fixed control operations, perform data logging, and do
preliminary data formatting.
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The advantages of such a system Include flexibility, convenience of operation,
simplification of controls$ enhanced communication between participants, suitability for
the test director conc~pt, and ease of maintenance. The disadvantages Include added
cost for computer hardware and software, additional complexity because extra
hardware Is Introduced into a 6ontrol/data logging link, and the large effort required In
software development.

In Section 4 of this report the applicability of dielectric data links to SXTF are
K discussed. There are several areas where the use of the links might be attractive.

These includet

F 1. The satellite/AGE Interface where dielectric Isolation Is mandated.

2. Controlling and monitoring the performance of the MBS and PRS where the
noise Immunity and high voltage Isolation provided by dielectric links would
be beneficial. 4

3. In transmitting machine and radiation diagnostics data to the Instrumentation
screen room.

4. As part of a general groundin'g and shielding plan based on isolating individual -

subsystems from each other to minimize noise coupling and ground loops.

The advantages of empaloying fiber optic links Include dielectric isolation, noise
immunity, voltage isolation, and subsystem isolation. The disadvantages include added
Instrumentation complexity, possible lack of suitable commercial units, added cost, and
possible radiation sensitivity of the links.

Based on the probable process control and data logging requirements of the
facility a set of generic links has been identified. These include:

1. A binary control/data link for monitoring status information (on/off type).

2. A low-frequency analog link for relaying slowly changing data (temperatures
or pressures).

3. A digital serial link for transmission of data between computers.

4. A moderately high-f requency link (bw < 20 MHz) for transmission of analog or
digital data.

It is possible that not all of these links will be necessary. Versions of each one of
these links have either been built for in-house use by some of the facilities which we



visited or -e available commercially. Because this is a rapidly developing field, one

st, -sh - c . .o •ee more units become commercially available with a resultant price

urnr,

*•deoand ber optic links are presently the instruments of choice and trans-

mitting h-gh ' _-que, cy SGEMP and radiation diagnostic data from the spacecraft to the

measurement .creeo room. However, it is apparent that the two presently existing

systems (that from HDL and the one from Lockheed) will not perform satisfactorily in
2 the SXTF radiation environment. We have performed an assessment of the behavior of

V these links in terms of the required electrical performance in the combined photon and

K elect:on env-ironments. Proposed hardening schemes have been examined to see if they

will provide adequate performance. Examination was made of the state of the art,
L :including likely near-term technology advances in this area to determine whether a

satisfactory system will be available for SXTF. Some alternative schemes for

transmitting this data have been identified.

Several important problem areas have been identified:

1. Dynamic Range. Presently employed laser diodes cannot provide a reasonable

� 40 dB of linearity.

2. Transmitter Hardness. Performance of the transmitter amplifiers employed

in present systems will degrade in prompt gamma dose rates above 106 to 10

rads. This is at least two orders of magnitude lower than required.

3. Fiber Hardness. Presently used fibers do not have sufficient prompt radiation

hardness in the photon pulse [10 dB attenuation for 100 rads(Si)] exposure.

Moreover, their tolerance to the simulated space electron flux in a spacecraft

charging test is inadequate.

4. Size. Both links are relatively large.

Both HDL and Lockheed are working on improvements to their systems. It is

likely that problem one will be solved if newly developed laser diodes have the dynamic

range claimed. It seems likely that problem two can be solved by shielding, but only at

a cost of increas'ng the size of these units. It is possible that by clever design,

transmitter amplifier electronics can be made to operate at a higher radiation level.

1 7 However, it is not known whether such design techniques are presently being applied to

either system. It is likely that the prompt radiation tolerance of fibers should be

sufficiently improvad, but this is an area which should be watched. The effect of high

9



energy electrons impinging on the cables can be minimized by shielding them with a

sufficient thickness of dielectric.

Of the presently identified alternate means of driving fiber optic links, LED's are
r7, the most promising. Their performance and operating requirements are superior to

laser diodes in all respects except bandwidth. Units have been produced in reasonably

small packages with 150 MHz bandwidth, which is adequate for radiation diagnostics but

E inadequate for SGEMP data. It is possible that improvements in diode technology

[ : coupled with experimentation in driving circuitry, may yield instruments with adequate

bandwidth. Other systems based on GaP acousto-optic modulabors or Fabry-Perot

resonators may become viable candidates.

• 'Equally important as the ability to transmit high frequency SGEMP and diagnostic
data is the requirement to record it digitally for analysis. At present the

Tektronix R7912 is the only available instrument for direct digitization of high

frequency (>100 MHz) data. While adequate in terms of performance, its high cost
(-20K per unit) limits the number of channels that the facility can provide. This has an

impact on the way measurements are carried cut. Less information than might be

desired in areas such as source diagnostics or SGEMP data may be provided because of

cost limitations on the number of high frequency data channels provided. However,
there is active development going on, primarily in the laser fusion and weapon

diagnostics communi.ty, to provide all solid-state alternatives based on peristaltic

analog shift registers built from CCD's. Prototype units have already been built for

Sandia and L3 which have reported bandwidths up to 250 MHz. If the technology is
perfected in the next couple of years, these units will offer attractive alternatives to

R7912's and will probably be cheaper by at least a factor of two or more, smaller, and

consume less power. This is a technology area which should be closely watched.
Prototype units should be acquired when available for evaluation. In addition, there is

the possibility that digitizers with reduced bandwidths (20 MHz or less) based on other

solid-state technology will be available at a cost of a few hundred dollars per chip.
In Section 5 the problem of incorporating a spacecraft charging simulation into

SXTF has been examined from the points of view of required hardware, adequacy of

existing technology and problems associated with the introduction of electron beams

into the test chamber. It is reasonable to incorporate this capability into SXTF for at

least three reasons:

1. A spacecraft charging survivability spec may be levied on Air Force

satellites. Since the responses of spacecraft structures and electronics to

10
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electron-induced discharges are similar to that associated with SGEMP, it

seems logical to carry out integrated system survivaiblity tests for ESD in

SXTF which will be well instrumented to study this phenomenon.

2. Evidence exists that the SGEMP response of model satellites can be enhanced

if precharged. It may be that a reasonable SGEMP survivability tez* should

include precharging.

3. Total dose problems in materials or electronics due to high energy, nuclear
space electrons can be studied on operational spacecraft in SXTF.

As a minimum it seems reasonable to provide the following sources:

1. Low energy electrons (E <30 keV).

2. High energy electrons (E <4 MeV).

3. UV, at one sun (AMO).

Whether refinements such as a reasonable simulation of the electron spectra or

inclusion of ions are needed is still to be determined.

Inclusion of item I is relatively easy. Several candidate sources exist.

Introduction of item 2 is possible but the impact on facility design and cost will be

significant. Sources of electrons of this energy (accelerators) cost several hundred

thousand dollars each and several may be needed for uniform coverage over a

spacecraft-sized area. The problem and cost of introduction (support structures,

penetration, shielding, power, controls, monitoring devices) are substantial and will have

to be factored into tank design. A solar simulation capability is likely to be provided to

exercise the solar cell panels during SGEMP testing.

If electron sources are introduced into the tank, problems will be encountered
because of dielectric charging of insulating surfaces, dose and dose rate problems

caused by the high energy electron component penetrating electronics, and from the
hard x-rays produced by these electrons, as we!l as from RF noise generated by the

sources. Some of this can be minimized by properly collimating the electron beams.

A
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2Z DESIGN OF OTHER FACILITIES

2.1 FACILITY VISITS

One of the tasks which IRT undertook in providing this material to be used in the- preparation of an SXTF Instrumentation Plan was a survey of how the design, construc-

tion, and operation of large experimental and test facilities is being carried out. ThisI

V was done for several reasons.

1. To ascertain what is the state of the art in instrumentation areas of

relevance to perceived SXTF requirements, including dielectric data links,

transient waveform digitizers, computer architecture, x-ray diagno~ticFe instrumentation and facility control schemes.

2. To identify novel schemes for noise reduction, shielding, high voltage and
dielectric isolation, and for the solution of other problems to be faced in

designing SXTF which may have been developed at other facilities facing

3. To identify the relative costs of facility instrumentation and software as well
as development times in order to establish some rules of thum!t for carryingr out cost-benefit tradeoffs in the SXTF instrumentation design.

4. To search for developed and applied system analyses techniques by which onei1

can translate the purposes for which a facility is built (the Why) into a set of
functional specifications (the How), and then into hardware (the What). !

1 4

* .5. To ascertain what kind of and how measurements are taken by spacecraft

manufacturers in carrying out system qualification testing, and to learn how

these measurements will have to be modified, and what special instru-
mentation will have to be provided in carrying out SGEMP testing in SXTF.

This survey has been carried out primarily through a series of visits to large

experimental and test facilities in which the need to control and record large numbers

of parameters in a real time setting often in environments with features (noise, pulsed

12
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power sources, etc.) similar to those of SXTF might be found. The kinds of facilities
visited included large nuclear physics accelerators, laser and magnetic fusion

installations, spacecraft manufacturers, and a large plutonium reprocessing laboratory.

We present a brief description of some of the significant features for each of these

facilities to identify points of interest. A more detailed description is contained in a

set of trip reports. J

~12.1.1 Linear Accl•ratmrs ..

1. Stanford Linear Accelerator (SLAC). This is the worid's largest electron Linac

(two miles long 22 GeV). It was developed between 1962 and 1966 at a cost of $120M. I
The present operating budget is $30M. The accelerator is ok'ganized into a total of 32

modular sectors comprising the injector, 30 sectors each containing eight klystrons and

waveguides and one sector comprising the beam switch yard. A typical sector involves
the monitoring of 20 analog quantities, 120 status quantities, and exercising 40 to 50 4

control functions. Status quantities monitored include those typical of power supplies, -

condition of vacuum pumps and magnets. Analog quantities monitored include magnet

currents, power supply voltages, and klystron frequencies. Control functions include

programming power supplies, operating vacuum valve controls, switching in and out ac

substation power, cooling pumps, and klystrons. Thus, facility operation means keeping

track of a total of 4,000 status, 650 analog inputs, and 14,000 control functions.. From

the standpoint of facility control it is a relatively old facility which is currently being

upgraded.

Because of the large number of parameters to be monitored and the modular

nature of the facility, % control scheme was developed based on a computer network

which consists of a main computer and a set of smaller minicomputers, each one
monitoring several sectors. The computer control scheme is currently being revised to

one more in line with current practice. Three supervisory minicomputers (DEC 11/34)

will be interfaced to a group of front-end microprocessors (Motorola 6800), for local

task execution, data monitoring, and initial data processing. Overall facility control is

exercised by three operators through a series of computer-interfaced touch panels

(Ref 1). Most facility instrumentation has been developed in-house primarily because

SLAC has a large instrumentation group which must be kept busy. On the other hand,
the users, i.e., experimenters rely more on commercial instrumentation, much of which

is CAMAC based.

13
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2. Los A.rmnos Meson PhyDak. Facility (LAMPF). This is a large 800-MeV proton

Linac used for nuclear physics experiments and as an intense neutron source !or various

applications, including nuclear weapons diagnostics. The facility was designed in 1964

through 1966 and built in 1966 through 1972 at a cost of approximately $55M, of which

approximately $8M was devoted to instrumentation and software. The structure of the

facility is modular, organized in the same fashion as SLAC (Ref 2)..

At present the system is controlled with a fairly large computer (SEL-840), which -

has the capability of handling 60 tasks at once. The computer is connected to 80

F modular data and control stations through a remote interface unit which is a parallel
I unit ca,-able of talking to all the modular control stations simultaneously. Each of the j

modular control stations has a set of local controls and analog data displays. These 4
stations control and monitor RF power, vacuum, steering magnets, klystrons, water

•: ~supply, etc. Each station is responsible for approximately 125• data and control items, _[broken down into 50 analog, 12 status set points, 50 status monitoring points, and 13

relay controls. There are a total of 10,649 items to be monitored and controlled.
Overall facility control is exercised by a single operator through a set of touch panels,

which interface with the main computer. This system is operated in a dynamic,
interactive mode, i.e., one in whi:h many functions are performed automatically while
critical operations are carried out by the operator.

A new computer system is being developed to replace the 840. It will be built

around a DEC VAX 11/780, plus several 11/34's. The original control system was built

in-house. However, the system designers said that if they were to do it all over again, A

they would use some standard scheme based on CAM AC or IEEE Interface Bus. In fact, ]
a new control console is being designed based on the latter.

In the design of this facility it was decided early on that it would be important to

clearly specify facility instrumentation and design practices down to the individual

sensor and transducer level. To this end a Standards Committee was set up to monitor

design. The standards were written into the specs imposed on outside vendors, taking

into account as much as possible accepted industry practices. Another interesting

feature of this facility is that two p( . =3ytems are provided to minimize noise

coupling into instrumentation. One is a clean, carefully grounded and shielded system

for computer and control functions. The socond is a dirty system used to provide power

for tasks such as pumps and motor operations.
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2.1.2 Fusion Installations

1. Los Alarmo ANTARES Laser Fuslon Installation. The ANTARES facility,

which is under construction, will be a six ariplifier, 72 beam, CO., laser fusion facility.I.

Its design spec is that it will produce 100 k3 of energy in a pulse 0.25 nsec wide with a

power output of 200 TW. It is designed to reach break even, i.e., the fusion energy out

will be equal to or greater than the laser energy input, The projected cost is $55M of

which control instrumentation and software would represent $6M. Organization of the

facility is described in' Reference 3. There is an isolated control room which will j
contain the supervisory minicomputer as well as a set of dynamic-graphics control

consoles. A laser hall will contain the pulsed power system and laser amplifiers and the

various laser beams are brought to focus on the target in a target building.

[ This facility will use a distributed multiprocessor system in which overall facility

control is exercised by a supervisory minicomputer. Each of the major facility
subsystems communicates with the supervisory minicomputer through a communications

microprocessor. The latter in turn controls a series of front-end microprocessors (FEPs) J

which perform specific control functions, such as driving stepping motors, data

monitoring and preliminary data formatting. The supervisory minicomputer is an

MHP3000 while the microprocessors are Motorola 6800's.

A novel feature in the proposed facility design is that it makes extensive use of

fiber optic data links. This was done as part of an overall grounding, shielding, and high

voltage isolation scheme (Refs 4,5) to minimize noise coupling from the set of twenty-

four 1.1 MeV MARX generators which create pulsed electron beams to drive the laser

amplifiers. Each of the major facility subsystems is isolated from the others.

Communication between front-end microprocessors, subsystems communications micro-

processors, and the supervisory minicomputer are affected through serial fiber optic

data links. In addition, most of the connections between individual data sensors or

control instrumentation and FEPs are also made through fiber optic data links. A

generic set of these links has been designed to carry out both analog and digital control

functions, monitoring status, low frequency and moderately high frequency analog

(1 10 MHz) data recording as well as to provide timing and firing triggers.

Facility timing is generated by the supervisory computer clock and timing signals

are transmitted down fiber optic systems which provide signals with rise times of the

order of 5 nanoseconds. Although many pulsed power sources must be fired in a

carefully timed sequence in this facility, timing is not as critical as will be required for

SXTF. The pulsewidths of the electron teams are several microseconds and critical
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timing for injection of the laser pulse must occur in a window which is ah-ut

100 nanoseconds wide. However, the design of this facility represents a novel approach

to minimizing noise coupling in an electrically noisy facility., while providing dielectric

isolation between subsystems. Another interesting fact is that facility instrumentation

design has been carried out through a system analysis technique called Structured

Analysis, which is a graphics-based methodology for specifying and organizing systems

requirements (Refs 6,7). It is recommended that the applicability of the system design

techniques used here be studied carefully for their applicability to SXTF.

2. Lawrence Livermore Laboratory SHIVA Laser Fusion Installation. The SHIVA

facility is a 20-beam neodynium glass system which has just become operational. Total

cost was $25M. The system is designed to produce 10 kJ output in a period of 0.1 to

I nsec yielding a peak power of 20 to 30 TW (about I percent of breakeven). It is one of

a series which will culminate in the NOVA facility, a 200 to 300 k3, 200 to 300 TW,

I nanosecond pulsewidth system which will yield breakeven. The facility is organized

into four major compo.nents (Ref 8): a power conditioning system which is comprised of

a bank of 20 keV power supplies, high-energy storage capacitors which are useo to pump

the laser amplifiers, as well as instrumentation for the timing, controlling, monitoring,

and firing; an alignment control system used to align the various optical systems

through which the laser beams pass; a laser beam diagnostic system for monitoring

beam throughput and output; and the target diagnostic system.

As with all of the other major faciiities examined, instrumental control is

exercised through a distributed multi-processor network. Front-end control and data

tasks are carried out through a set of FEPs which are DEC LSI-l I's. Functions handled

include:

1. Transformation of high level commands from intermediate level processors

and regeneration of them in the output format required to drive hardware.

2. Collection of raw data, reducing and compacting it, and transmitting it to the

intermediate computer.

3. Taking care of interlocks and interactions between the FEPs.

The kinds of functions which are controlled include:

I. Driving of the approximately 1000 stepping motors which are used to align

and monitor the portion of the laser beams.
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2. Timing, charging, and firing 103 flash lamps from a bank of 8000 20 kV

capacitors.

3. Monitoring the laser beam performance which is done with a set of 120 photo-

diodes and 60 calorimeters.

Each of the four major subsystems is controlled by a second-level processor, which

is a DEC 11/34. The functions of the second-level processors are to:

1. Supervise the operation of the FEP's

2. Handle interfe ce interlocks between FEP's

3. Permit direct operator intervention in each system, i.e., to operate each

system independently.

4. Record all parameters for diagnosis and analysis

5. Provide a quick-look data analysis for each shot

6. Provide functional diagnosis.

At the top of the hiearchy is a third-level supervisory processor which is a DEC 11/70.
A

It has the following functions:

1. Provide overall facility control through a console with a series of touch

panels.

2. Provide archival storage of diagnostic data

3. Coret'ol interfaces between the main and second level computers and 1/O

devices for program development.
Most target diagnostic data is performed on a large computer which is off-site.

Several fiber optic links have been used to transmit data in some of the

subsystems, but not as consistently or extensively as in ANTARES.

High voltage isolation between the control room and power conditioning system is

effected through 50 to 60 kilovolt optical isolators.

Some comments about the computer system can be made which are relevant to

SXTF. Each subsystem has been developed so that it can be operated independently of

the others. This is done for cwo reasons. First, there is a need for redundant facility

control. Second, during the development of a complicated system containing several

major subsystems it is -iecessary to have independent control so that they can be

brought up indepentiertly of the others. Having diagnostic information stored on higher
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level processors is applicable to SXTF where both a quick-look capability and the need

for rapid analysis of anomalies may be tequired. The bulk of the data can be stored In
an off-line computer for archival purposes, and retrieved as needed. Major data
analyses in this facility is done off-line on a large computer system.

Another point of !nterest is that many of the diagntostic techniques used for tai'gt.
analyses are similar to those empioyed In diagnosing the performance of the flash
x-rays and SGEMP response in SXTF. Major x-ray diagnostics are done with streak and

pin hole cameras, calorimeters and x-ray diodes. A major problem in looking at the
response of the output of the fusion device is the short times over which energy is

generated, which are typically less than a nanosecond. The laser fusion groups,
especially Livermore, are quite active in developing novel schemes for rad'ation
diagnostics. In particular, they have been developing digital recording devices based on
new solid-state technology to replace conventional transients digitizers and photo-

graphic film. Some of this work is discussed in section 4.4 of this report.

2.1.3 Spacecraft Manufacturers

Three satellite manufacturers were visited as part of IRT's facility survey. These
were TRW, Ford Aerospace, and Hughes. Our aims were to learn (1) what integrated
system tests are typically performed on spacecraft, (2) how they are performed, and
(3) what are the requirements for commanding the spacecraft and monitoring its
behavior during these tests, It is important to assess the impact of these issues on
SXTF instrumentation in terms of provision of needed but specialized hardware, such as
data links and interface electronics required for the necessary interaction with the rest

of the facility control and data monitoring network. In this report we have
concentrated on possible schemer and problems in bringing out satellite data, while
maintaining die!ectric isolation during testing. This information is discussed in

section 4.2.2.1.

During the course of our discussion with the spacecraft test groups, several key
issues were raised which we would like to see answered and which are hopefully being
addressed by TRW and others. These Include:

1. Does dielectric isolation need to be maintained? The discussion presented in

section 4.2.2.1 is predicated on that assumption. Inwuctively loaded cables
may decouple the response of the spacecraft during the x-ray tests. Such a
scheme would not provide needed dielectric Isolation If spacecraft charging
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tests are also carried out where the spacecraft may become charged to I

relatively high potentials In relation to the tank. If the need for dielectric

isolation is not necessary, then instrumenting spacecraft might be done using

normal procedures with Inductive decoupling.

2. What are the minimum number of parameters needed to monitL.. th- healh

4ind performance of the spacecraft In the tank': Presumably thermal cycling

will not be part of an SXTF test (although It may Lw if the facility is used for

other Integrated system testing). There was some disagreement between the

different groups with whom we talked as to whether one needs all of the

extra housekeeping sensors which are installed for other kinds of qualification

testing, provided that the stability of the spacecraft in the SXTF is tested
before SGEMP tests are begun.

3. The kinds of test pioposed for SXTF represent a more complete integrated

system test 'han any usually carried out. For example, much of the testing of

payloads is rot carried out during a thermal vacuum test. The performance

of the antennas in a communications satellite are typically carried out in an

anaechoic chamber to measure power output and on a test range whose

dimensions are such that a far-field pattern of an antenna can be measured.

There was some controversy between the test engineers with whom we spoke

as to whether one could adequately monitor the performance of antennas in a

thermal vacuum tank. In addition, solar cell panels are not usually tested

during other integrated system tests in a thermal vacuum tank. This is

especially true for three-axis stabilized spacecraft. The consensus of the

engineers with whom we talked was that it would be difficult to maintain the

thermal balance of the spacecraft in a thermal vacuum tank for a one-sun

solar illumination. There was relatively little definition as to how the sensors

of the surveillance satellites are tested. We would like to see more discussion

of this problem.

4. There may be conflicts between the need to maintain a controlled

environment to preserve the health of the spacecraft in the tank and the need

to establish a specific environment for SGEMP tests; i.e., will the placement

of cold walls and heaters to provide a dynamic thermal balance conflict with

the placement of dampers and backscatter grids to maintain spacecraft

isolation.
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5.There may be some difficulty in sensor placement. If the qual model
spacecraft Is a flight spare then one must be careful about making
modifications to Incorporate SGEMP and other diagnostic- sensors. If
provision is made for their Incorporation in advance how will this Impact the
later performance of the spacecraft. Will one remove these sensors after
testing whic-h may alt.er the Internal structure, weight balance, and thermal
behavior of the satellite? In particular, if dielectric isolation of the
spacecraft is maintained through the use of fiber optic links, then provision
has to be made for mounting transmitters and any multiplexing equipment
which interface to spacecraft sensors. In addition, current generation,
hardened spacecraft depend upon a Faraday cage to provide electromagnetic
shielding )f electronics. In placing diagno-atic InstruJmentation on and in the
spacecraft one will have to be careful to maintain the integrity of the
Faraday cage.

6. It must be determined what special instrumentation the facility will be
required to provide and what will be provided by the manufacturer. Of
particular concern is who will provide dielectric data links and interface
electronics if required. Another question to be answered Is whether there is
any other special hardware not normally used in integrated system testing
which will be needed for an SXTF test.

2.1.4 LASL Plutonium Reprocessing Facilty

The LASL Plutonium Reprocessing Facility was visited because it contains a
sophisticated computer-based process control system. This facility was built over a
period of three years at a cost of $75M. Computer hardware~ costs were approximately
$ IM, while a similar amount was spent on software. Because of its nature, there are
requirements for high reliability in operation while maintaining a controlled environ-
ment and tight security.

Material reprocessing is done manually in a series of hot labs in the center of thie
building. The overall facility environment is controlled by a sophisticated computer-
based system which has essentially four tasks. It controls heating and ventilation. Like
a spacecraft assembly clean room, this facility uses differential pressure to control the
environment, although in a different manner. In a facility such as SXTF one wishes to
maintain the pressure inside the chamber when not under vacuum above ambient to keep
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contamination out. In the Plutonium Facility the pressure level Increases as one goes

toward the outside of the building in order to keep contamination In. The remaining I
tasks controlled by the computer system are fire detection, radiation monitoring, and

alarms. Because of the need for reliability there is a secoi-d backup compute. which

can be switched into control facility operation, which in addition can also be done

manually.

The development of the computer software to run this facility was a 14 to 15

manyear effort and based on two commercial packages. One was obtained from

Rockwell and was originally designed for power station control. A second package was

obtained from Honeywell for facility control. Status monitoring and process cortrol are

exercised through a series of high resolution, four color displays with a keybourd and

cursor system for exercising control and data interrogation. There are two displays in

each console, one for fans and power and the second for heating and ventilation. When

an alarm Is triggered a flashing message in red Is activated. In addition, a fault location I
diagram is placed on the screen. A backup teletype prints out the alarm. A special

feature of this control system is that the status of the facility can be examined through

a series of functional diagrams. One can call up the flow diagrams for differentaI

portions of the facility which shcw how pieces of equipment are connected together.

This is not a straight linear instrumentation diagram as one sees incorporated on the

panels of vacuum systems, for example, but is somewhat condensed, showing both the

functional relationship of the elements portrayed and the status of different control

points. Systems such as this one are probably more complicated than is needed for
facility environment control at SXTF. However, it is a good example of to what degree

facility control can be simplified by computerization and development of extensive

software packages. If it is decided that SXTF will have a fairly sophisticated computer

network for exercising facility control, then the possibility of obtaining commercial

packages for controlling elements of the facility environment such as heating and air

conditioning should be examined.

2.2 CASINO FACDLITY

("How Its Been Done in the Past")

CASINO represents one of the most recently developed large flash x-ray facilities.

Many of the types of instrumentation to be included in SXTF are very similar to those

installed in CASINO. SXTF is a much more complicated facility in terms of sheer
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numbers of Instruments, the presence of a sophisticated environmental chamber, and
the need for simulating an isolatqd space environment which restrict the solutions to
obtaining environmental and instrumental data possible. However, this facility
represents the state of the art In x-ray test facilities. Therefore, for historical

comparison we have included this brief section on the development of the CASINOJ
facility.

CASINO has four water lines, two Marx generators, drift tubes, And an x-ray
converter. The x-ray source and associated controls were designed and fabricated by
Maxwell Laboratories. The remainder of the facility design was provided by an I
architect and engineering firm. IRT was responsible for the design of the machine

diagnostic instrumentation. T'iis effort was coordinated with Maxwell who specified I
what was needed for diagnos.ng the behavior of the system. The Naval Research Lab
(NRL) and the Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC) provided input in defining
machine diagnostics from an acceptance and maintenance standpoint. NRL was the

technical advisor to NSWC and had the task of deciding whether the machine was A
operating according to acceptance specifications. NSWC was the facility operator and
had to pe: form maintenance to keep it operating according to specification. As a result
all of these parties were concerned and had input as to how diagnostics were to be

pIconducted.

NSWC and IRT were the primary participants in d•.cisions about hardware and
standardization. A major element in the CASINO instrumentation design was the use of
the then newly developed Tektronix R7912 transient digitizers. A maximum effort was
made by Tektronix to deliver some of the first production units to IRT for checkout
prior to shipment to NSWC. As these were a novel technology, both Maxwell and NRL
were also involved because of their interest in reliability and believability of data

recorded on a device other than an oscilloscope. As finally configured, the system
contained twelve waveform digitizers, one for each diode voltage and current, one for
each pulse line, and for the photodiode which served as a radiation monitor and one
spare. One could instrument the facility diagnostics in this manner because of the
limited number of channels required. Clearly such a scheme is not feasible on a cost
basis for SXTF.

After the decision was made to use the waveform digitizer, many other elements
in the instrumentation plan fell into place. At that time Tektronix provided an
interface between the R7912 and the DEC PDP-11 computer. This determined the
choice of a computer. A configuration was chosen based on a PDP- 11/40 computer with
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24K of core, two moving head disks, two tape recorders (one each seven and nine track),
a printer, plotter, paper tape, a Tektronix display and entry keyboard with a hardcopy

unit, plus other options associated with the performance of the central processor.

Having chosen a DEC computer it was logical to employ a multiplexer and analog-to-

,, digital converter (ADC) manufactured by the same company. The multiplexer has 64

channels and the ADC is a 12-bit unit, II bits plus the sign bit. The system had a

number of general purpose input-output, parallel 16-bit words for control functions.

This was a standard product of DEC. Thus the degree of computerization was limited to

diagnostic data acquisition and standardized on DEC equipment and links primarily
because that was what the R7912's required. There was no intention of de-eloping a

top-down, computerized facility control and data monitoring scheme.
The facility instrumentation plan was contained in an instrumentation report

prepared by the A&E. For this IRT developed instrumentation and equipment lists that
U •were submitted to NSWC for purchasing. NSWC would then factor their requirements

into the list and coordinate with IRT. There was daily communication between IRT,

Maxwell, and NSWC during the design, construction and checkout of the facility. A

point to be. noted here is that the facility was developed .and built by a relatively small

Sgroup; of participants, primarily Maxwell for the photon source, IRT for diagnostic
7 C instrumentation and other details on the internal structure of the facility, NSWC for

user instrumentation which was copied to a large degree from that developed by IRT for
diagnostics, and a facility contractor. As planned, there will be many more participants

in SXTF design, development, and construction. Therefore, the need for a well

documentqd design with a great deal of thought devoted to interfaces as well as close

overall coordination is mandated.
The A&E instrumentation report described the structure of the test area, which

has concrete block walls for radiation shielding and metal cladding for RF suppression,
the test area doors, the grounding system, the shield room specifications, the equipment
layout in the diagnostic room, the motor generator, the isolation transformers, drawings

showing installations specifications, types of cables, lengths of cable, radiation safety

calculations, test cell ceiling specifications, interconnections between rooms, and the

type and location of connector panels by which cabling is brought into the shield rooms.

It is recommended that a copy of this report be obtained by the facility designers for
reference.

The user data room was designed and constructed using the specifications

generated by IRT for the diagnostic data room. The instrumentation system was similar
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and had eight waveform digitizers, additional memory, analog tape recorders, a 192

channel Vidar multiplexer system for low.-frequency data. Thus, the total number of

waveform digitizers for fast data provided for the facility was twenty.

The machine diagnostic computer was used to control the waveform digitizers and

acquire and process dosimetry data. Dosimetry was primarily calorimetric measure-

ments taken with 0.001 inch thick gold foil calorimeters and pulse shape information

L using a scintillator coupled to a photodiode. The first step prior to a shot was to
r_ initialize all systems. The waveform digitizers needed to be read for background,

switch positions, status, and then reset prior to the shot. Baseline data front the
calorimetry multiplexer and ADC was read and stored. After all the initialization was

complete and the system had responsed in a positive manner, the computer issued a
command to the control room to proceed with the shot.

After the flash x-ray was fired, the computer was triggered to acquire diagnostic

data which was processed to be displayed and output on the hardcopy unit. Initially the

time required to read and process such data was approximately forty minutes. This j
relatively long period was a function of the amount of data required and the nature of

the computer software for processing. Total processing time was reduced by approxi-
mately one-half through modifications to computer software. With twelve waveform

digitizers and a 64-channel multiplexer, the amount of processing time was large, even

with optimization because of the huge amount of data that was generated. One of the

factors which increased processing time for facility diagnostics was that the use of
R7912's encouraged the production of more diagnostic information than was usually

needed. Thus, the vast majority of all the printout was never examined. There is a

strong incentive therefore for the diagnosticians to develop integral means of

diagnostics. The speed of computers has not increased significantly since CASINO was
built. To copy the CASINO diagnostics scheme, one will have to go to a very large

computer to handle the amount of diagnostic data processing required for SXTF. More

likely one will use a series of front-end microprocessors for acquiring and processing

SXTF diagnostics. A reasonable control scheme for SXTF, discussed in Section 3, will
employ one or more of these front-end processors to control and monitor each MBS
module plus one or more for the PRS tied to a central minicomputer.

The present configuration of CASINO has changed considerably since the original

installation. The changes that were made resulted from the reduced demand for

diagnostic instrumentation on a day-to-day basis once the behavior of the sources was

characterized. The low frequency analog data acquisition equipment is no longer in a
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diagnostic room. Most of the users of CASINO have not had requirements for fast data
channels. They use scopes for mid-range data and the low frequency system for most

other data. This will not be true for SXTF.
The waveform digitizers used in CASINO were a new design and had many of the

problems associated with new equipment. Maintenance by Tektronix was good, but
there was a continued recycling of instruments to the repair facility. However, given

the large number of digitizers available in the facility that there were always enough to

do diagnostics. There is a warning here. If one uses a new technology item one should _

leave a sufficiently long, time to- debug it. -While it is reasonable to delay

instrumentation choices to take advantage of the state of the art, one must make

choices early enough to ensure operational reliability when the facility comes on-line.
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3. SXTF FACILITY ARCHITECTURE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

One of the purposes for which the facilities tour was undertaken was to examine

the manner in which large test installations are planned, designed, and constructed.
From these visits a pattern emerged which also seems to fit the manner in which the

SXTF program is being carried out. In this section we first briefly discuss the steps
which must be taken in proceeding from the starting point when the need for a facility

such as SXTF becomes apparent to the time it comes on-line. We emphasize those

features of the development process which are relevant to the functional and
conceptual facility design now going on, as well as pointing out some specific steps
which should be taken to ensure a successful design.

Based on current facility design practice and the probable functional design of

SXTF, we present a Strawman conceptual computer design which represents a logical
translation of the former. This design takes into account that SXTF will be a relatively
complicated facility if compared to CASINO and other current radiation test facilities.
There will be a need to simultaneously control and monitor several complicated systems

including the tank environment, timing and firing the MBS and PRS, recording and
processing numerous channels of diagnostics and SGEMP data, and interfacing with the

AGE/Satellite System. The principal feature of this design is its extensive use of front-
end microprocessors (FEP) to perform specific facility control tasks, data logging, and
data formatting. The availability of relatively inexpensive microprocessors has

revolutionized facility design since CASINO was construwted. Previously enunciated
computer schemes (Refs 9,10) do not adequately take this into account. The applica-
bility of microprocessors to SXTF is discussed below. Whether the proposed scheme is

the most reasonable for facility design will d.-'ind on all of the cost-benefit analyses
which are still to be performed which must take into account a variety of parameters

listed in the text.
A facility such as SXTF will require performance of many kinds of similar tasks

which lend themselves to standardization and computerization. Application of
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J standards will make the facility considerably easier to design, operate, and maintain. In
recognition of this fact a set of commonly used instrumentation standards has been
developed. The applicability of and problems involved in standardization of the SXTF

deinwill be discussed. One of the tasks to be performed before carrying outaA
translation of facility requirements into a hardware design is a detailed analysis of dataA

adcontrol requirements carried out according a scheme which aids in the design
process, especially in seeking out areas of commonality to which standardized methods

-of hardware implementation may be applied.
Given the incorporation of computer cohtrol and data processing in i;istrumenta-

tion systems, new techniques have been developed which permit the operation of
complicated systems by a relatively few or even a single operator. These systems are
computer based, dynamic graphic schemes in which only those control operations andj
parameters of immediate interest are placed in the foreground, while routine or
unimportant items are carried out under computer control. A brief review of these -

r-systems is presented. An important point Is that with them it is easy to provide a testA[ directors console as well as communication between different participants in an SXTF
test.

3.2 FC MDEINPROCESS

The design and construction of large facilities typically involves several groups of
participants, each one of whom brings different points of view to the program, because
of their role in it. These include:

1. The customer: in this case DNA, who has commissioned the facility because
of a perceived need to be met under its charter. -

2. Analysts: participants commissioned to provide specific assessments and i
technical information required to carry out the design, development, and
testing cycle.

3. The program manager: responsible for seeing that the participants carry out
the program plan.

4. Designers: responsible for preparing a program plan, functional designs,
hardware designs, test procedures, etc.

5. Th~e constructors: translate the program plan into hardware, facilities, and
sof tware.
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6. The facility operator (and usually maintainer).

7. The reviewers: assess the program in the light of objectives (why the facility
is built), adequacy of functional design to meet objectives, adequacy of
hardware to carry out identified functions, and conformity of the program to
plan.

8. The users: in this case the spacecraft manufacturer, SAM SO, as well as theI SGEMP technology community.
-Of course, ain individual group, may perform one or more of these functions for

particular areas. In order to produce a facility which meets the requirements of the
customer in a cost-effective and timely manner all of the participants must understand

f requent technical interchanges between participants as well as detailed documentation
of significant program milestones.

Generally the path from conception to operation is best carried out in a series of

steps which are part of a top-down design, i.e., one which proceeds from purposes to a
detailed hardware design. These include:.

h 1. Definition of the facility rirpose. Specification of the reasons why the
V facility is being built are needed to establish standards which must be

satisfied during. detailed facility design. Generally the choice as to what is
k included in the facility must be assessed in the light of the facility rationale

as well as on criteria such as cost, convenience, etc.

2. Preparation of functional specifications. In order to carry out the functions
f or which the facility is being built, a set of data requirements and thej
corresponding tasks and operations to obtain them will be defined which leads
to a facility functional design. For example, Figure 2 in Reference 10 is a
prototype functional design. At this stage of the design process one begins to
make decisions as to whether a particular item is mandatory, desirable, or a
luxury. Making these decisions is one of the most important tasks for the
reviewers who must keep (1) uppermost. It is at this stage that we
recommend the use of some graphical systems analyses techniques such as
Structured Analyses for Requirements Definition (Ref s7,8) in order to
produce a clearly defined and complete set of specifications.
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3. Production of a system instrumentation block diagram. This is generally a

translation of the functional design into a hardware implementation specified

in general terms. These elements, in turn, will be further broken down as the

instrumentation design is developed. Figure 3 of Reference 10 is an example

at a relatively coarse level of specification, while Figure 2 (Ref 9), is a case

of a more detailed breakdown. In this process several steps are required.

a. Production of a catalog of needed data/control items as to type,
numbers, frequency characteristics, manner of transmitting or control-

ling, how recorded, importance in the facility operational scheme, how

often scanned, organized in a manner which readily translates into a

facility design.

V b. Carrying out design tradeoffs in which the proposed design is assessed in

terms of suitability to achieve desired goal, cost, convenience of

operation, state of the art, conformance to standard manufacturing
practice and overall facility design philosophy, availability, impact on

program schedules, considered from a variety of viewpoints: technical,

economic, operational, and political.

4. Establishment of a clearly defined set of ground rules under which detailed

hardware desitn is to be carried out. These include decisions on:

a. The degree of automation, i.e., hardware versus software in the

implementation of specific tasks.

b. Specification of facility design practices, standards, and interfaces for

exercising control and data logging, and required signal conditioning;
whether to adopt industry and manufacturing standards like CAMAC or

IEEE Interface Bus. and the level to which standardization will be

imposed. This is discussed in more detail in section 3..

c. The nature of data links chosen will depend on the degree of

computerization, and whether and where fiber optic systems are

incorporated.

d. Establishment of the facility grounding, shielding, high voltage and

electromagnetic radiation isolation schemes.

e. Whether to purchase equipment or develop In-house.
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f. Software specifications including language, operating system, data

formats, etc.

Specification of these ground rules in advance of detailed facility design is

importa.eit in a situation such as that under which SXTF Is being developed where design +1

and construction Is being carried out by a variety of groups who are not in daily contact

with each other.

This process may take the form of: j
(1) Establishment of a standards and interface committee to oversee the design ]

process.

(2) Preparation of a design practices and interface document in advance of a

detailed .design which is circulated to potential vendors to ensure that it is A

understood and accepted. A

(3) Specification of a set of software practices.

5. Production of hardware design. Each of the items in the instrumei or,

block diagram is translated into specific types of software, hardwire,

interfaces, and control techniques down to the level of detail which is -A
imposed on the hardware contractors. In translating the design into hardware
it was the consensus of the facility designers with whom we spoke that it is

better to purchase a commercial hardware item where a suitable choice is
available, even if the cost is somewhat higher, in a version which conforms to

one of the common interface schemes. That most commonly advocated was
CAMAC. Another point made is that the grounding, shielding, and isolation

design chosen is extremely important and should be included in the facility i
design practice document. In complicated facilities where different

subsystems are connected together after separate development, it has often
harpened that the system did not play well as a whole, or in some cases did

not play at all, necessitating an expensive and time-consuming fix.

6. Issuance of RFP'so

7. Construction of hardware.

8. Installation

9. Testing and acceptance. This will be done on two levels, individu
subsystems and as an integrated facility. The strawman control scheme
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j described in the next section takes this Into account in that It suggests dual

controls, one set of which is part of an integrated computer-based system to

be used during facility operation, and a second system which may be

hardwired to be used as a backup and for acceptance testing.
10. Operation

3.3 SXTF CONTROL/DATA PROCESSING DESIGN

3.3.1 Control Options

One decision which must be made relatively early in the design of the SXTF

instrumentation package is the degree to which control and data monihoring will be

automated, i.e., carried out with the assitance of computers. SXTF is at least an order
of magnitude more compl.'cated than any previous SGEMP or other radiation test

facility in terms of the numbers of parameters to be controlled and monitored, the

complexity of the tests performed, and the need for close interaction between

participants. Note that computer supervision does not necessarily mean automation. In
fact there is a spectrum of control options which can be considei .d including:

1. Minimal Computer Use. All control and data recording is manually executed,

i.e., by switches, lights, alarms for status functions, panel meters, or strip

chart recorders for arnalog functions. The only computer use would be to 4,

process and analyze SGEMP and diagnostic data, recorded primarily by

R7912's. This is essentially how CASINO was instrumented.

2. Computers Used for All Data Recording. Control functions are exercised

manually as in (1), but scanning, processing and recording of system data will
be computer controlled with a provision for operator intervention. Selected

data would still be displayed through lights, meters, etc.

3. Interactive Operator-Computer System. Both facility operation and data
logging would be executed through one or more computers in a real-time,

interactive fashion, where one or more operators are in the control loop,

exercising control through dynamic graphical displays. Which functions would

be under operator control and which carried out automatically could be

determined by the operator. Even in this scheme some control and data

monitoring could still be carried out via hardwire links.
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4. Automated. Each test cycle would be carried out more or less automatically

on command by the test director. The system control computer would
. generate commands to check the status of the tank, satellite, photon sources,

sensors, recording devices, record Instrumentation settings, and calibrate
data channels. If all of these are In order, it would charge and fire the pulsed
power sources. After the shot, data processing of diagnostic, SGEMP and
satellite behavior data would be carried out and output. Only if some key
parameters were out of specified limits would operator intervention be
mandated (except where a hold was dictated for other reasons). In some
respects option (4) differs from option (3) In the degree of automation.

It seems likely that the sheer volume of data to be monitored and analyzed and
the number of control tasks to be executed, expecially in the operation of the MBS, and

in carrying out diagnostics and SGEMP data recording, will dictate a much larger degree
of computerization than incorporated in past systems. The exact computer configura-
tion Is still to be determined, but at the very least it will probably include a control
minicomputer interfaced to a group of front-end microprocessors.

Most large experimental facilities which have similar numbers of parameters to be

controlled and monitored have adopted facility control schemes most nearly like option

(3). While automation of routine functions is highly desirable, there are still many kindsI of tasks best done by an operator (although perhaps fewer in a test facility like SXTF,
than in an experimental facility like SL.AC). The ability to operate in an interactive
fashion has been made possible because of the availability of distributed computer
networks consisting of one or more central computers interfaced to front-end

microprocessors controlled by touch panels. All of the large facilities which we havej
visited were c onfigured and operated in this manner.

3.3.2 Computer Conflgumtion

The SXTF facility lends itself well to a distributed multiprocessor system based on
one or more supervisory minicomputers controlling a group of microprocessors. There
are a number of operations that must be performed in parallel. More direct control
along with faster processing is obtained by using a distributed multiprocessor*1 configuration. Such a processing scheme is faster than one based on a single computer
as was the case for CASINO where ali the data processing was done in a serial manner.

Setting up a system based on a set of dedicated processors for related sets of tasks
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allows the task control or Initial data processing to be executed In parallel. In this
scheme the processing time to carry -out a set of tasks Is Inversely proportional to the

F number of processors employed. The particular tasks to be accomplished by each
microprocessor Is controlled by a program resident In the microprocessor memory. No
,(mie Is lost because of multiple disc accesses often needed to execute parallel tasks on

ai larger minicomputer. There are four major systems that could use one or more
dedicated microcomputers. These systems are tank environment, the pulsed power

IF ~sources, SGEMP data and radiation processing systems, and the facility/AGE interface.I
In this scheme, the microprocessor Is changing the role of the large mainframe

rcomputer. Before the development of the microprocessor, systems were built with a *
major computer for each major task. The major task probably had minor tasks and they
were incorporated within the one mainframe. The processing was completed by.
timesharing the memory with an overlay software solution. The different programs
were read from a disc. This was an economical approach because of the high price for
mainframes and memory. The type of system is still used and will continue to have

apiaintalthough in the facilities visited such systems were being replaced by the B
kind of distributed system described below.

Control systems that were formerly constructed with discrete integrated circuits
of small-scale, medium-scale, and large-scale integration are now being designed with
microprocessors (provided the speed is acceptable). A microprocessor that is
incorporated in a control system gives the system more flexibility because the resident
software which defines the operations performed may be readily changed. This
development has been spurred by the sharp decrease in th,- costs for microprocessors, so.j

* that their use off ers a viable solution for handling the numerous small tasks that were
handled by a main frame and a discrete logic sysýtem. '

Software is deveioped on a larger mainframe, i.e., a minicomputer, and the
compiled programs are transmitted to the microprocessor systems through a
communication link.

The microprocessor then controls a specific system, and can do some processing
the data which is generated in monitoring the system performance. The preprocessed
data from the microprocessor is then transmitted to the mainframe for final processing

* and display, or output in a hardcopy form.
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3.3.3 Dynamic Interactive Graphical Controls (Touch Panels)

All of the species of interactive controls which we have seen are basically devices

by which one or more operators can control or monitor the performance of a group of

processes through a computer network. As typically employed it permits operator

=-' intervention in a multi-task system while many tasks are simultaneously being carried

out independently of the operator. A touch panel has three essential elements: a means A

of commanding the operation of the computer network, a device for displaying

information, and circuitry for communication with the computer network, An example

o.L a touch panel, althougn not the best one, would be a computer terminal with a video
display or line printer. The control element can be a computer terminal keyboard, a I
cursor, a light pen, knobs or push buttons whose functions are programmable. The

display can be a line printer, or video monitor. Many of the newest touch panels make

use of high-resolution, four-color video displays. In its most useful tfrm, each control

element of a touch panel is superimposed over the relevant status information. Thus, as

a task is being executed the state of the function controlled is continuously monitored

and displayed.

Touch panels for facility control and monitoring have three essential aspects.

1. Computerization. When the touch panel is activated, rdther than executing a

task directly, a computer program is called which transmits appropriate

information down a data link to a process controller which performs the task.

2. Selectability. The functions controlled or monitored in a particular panel

configuration are programmable. In most cases, touch panel systems operate

in a foreground/background mode. An operator has the choice as to which

systems are controlled or monitored directly through the touch panel. Other
tasks may be simultaneously performed by direct computer control without

operator intervention.

3. Digitization. Since control is exercised by computers, all operating and data

recording processes must be carried out through digital interfaces.

The advantages of a computer-based touch panel system can be summarized as

follows:

I. Simplicity. Panel contents can be tailored to contain only those functions of
immediate interest or most important. Information of lesser importance can

be monitored by the computer with alarms set on critical parameters without
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distracting the attention of the operator, unless turned on. One can design

touch panel displays In a variety of ways. One is by System. One
configuration for a touch panel might contain all control functions for the
vacuum system. A second design could be by process, i.e., to control and
monitor all those tasks specifically required In firing a test shot. In typical

designs, one has the ability to readily call up any one of a number of

commonly used control and data combinations by a keyboard command, a

coded magnetic card, or a hardwired button.

2. Flexibility. Changes In the detailed contents of a panel is, a software

problem. 'Usually one does not have to rewire panels or the instrumentation

svstemn when the change Is made. Thus modifications to a panel can be done
while the system is on-line. This feature Is of considerable value during the
development phase when a lot of diagnosis is being carried out to determine
how a System is best operated and also because control or data needs
unperceived during facility design can be readily incorporated.

3. Compatibility with the Concept of Havinst a Test Directors Console. A touch
panel can be configured to contain that key Information required by the test
director to control a test. In addition, he would have the ability to

interrogate different parts of the system in the case of a ma'function. One
can envision a set of touch panel displays situated in different parts of the

facility programmed for the most part to operate in a read-only mode, except
for the units where a particular control process is performed, and then only
for that process.

4. Economy of Facility Operation. Generally when a large facility has gone
from a manual mode of control to a computer-based, touch panel scheme of
operation the number of operators and the number and size of control rooms
has diminished. Only one operator is required at LAMPF who is responsible
for 0 control tasks and data channels. onsiderable simplification in the
screen rooms shown in Figure 4 of Reference 10 can be achieved if the
numerous racks and control consoles were replaced with a touch panel display

= system. To be sure, a backup, hardwired control and data system Is required,
but it might be put in a separate screen room while the facility operator and
test director could be put In the SGEMP data room for optimum communica-
tion.
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3. DispIlak FlexibUilty, As the touch panel d1oplay is usually computer generated,

one can have much greater flexibility In the way information is presented If

compared to a collection of dials, switches, lights, and digital displays,

especially if the touch panel display unit is a modern high-resolution four-

color type.

6. Diagnostic Capability. As the touch panel Is In fact a computer terminal, It

can be programmed to execute facility diagnostic routines directly in case of

malfunctions. One of the most Interesting aspects of the LASL Plutonium

Reprocessing Facility Control System was its ability to generate system

functional diagrams, Including status data and identification control points,

by which malfunctions can be pinpointed. In older facilities one has to pull

out and trace circuit malfunctions through printed functional and circuit

diagrams. This is not always an easy task in a complicated facility.

On the other hand, there are disadvantages In going to a touch panel/computerj

scheme, includingi

1. Cost. Although no firm figures were obtained, the cost of a computer/touch
panel conteol scheme will undoubtedly increase facility costs because of a

need for additional computing capability, analog-to-digital interfaces and :1

software development.

2. Standardization. Efficient utilization of this scheme requires a fairly high
degree of standardization in the control and data links and signal conditioning

and process control interfaces. One will probably have to carry interfacing

down to the individual sensor and transducer level which will undoubtedly

impact on the cost and availability of sources of supply, especially where such

standardization goes against industry or manufacturing practice.

3. Complexity. Added circuitry in the form of A/D and D/A converters, data

links, multiplexing circuits, etc., are required to condition circuits signals for

computer control and Interrogation.

4. Need for Dual Controls. A hardwired control and data monitoring unit will

probably be required in addition to the master control for subsystem testing,

especially during the development phase when the requirement to operate

each subsystem independently is important.

i ;1i
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3.4 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

The conceptual computer design presented in Figure I is essentially a translation

of the !unrctional diagram presented in Figure 3 of Reference 10; it reflects current

design practice in instrumenting large multi-task facilities. It is necessarily vague as to .4

actual hardware. These only can 6e determined after a detailed tabulation of control

and data requirements. In this scheme at the lowest level will be a set of
minmcroprocessors carrying out specific tasks. It is to be determined whether the

intermediate processors will be, supervisory microprocessors with expanded memory and

I/O capability, or minicomputers. This choice will depend on the number of tasks to be

F controlled, the amount of data processing required, and the speed at which such

processing has to occur. In terms of the control options discussed in the preceding

section, the design presented is closest to (3) in that it is a dynamic, computer-based

operating system in which one or more operators are part of the control loop and where

important functions are under direct operator supervision while other tasks are

executed by computer. Whether this scheme is optimal for SXTF can only be - -

determined after evaluation of some of the advantages and disadvantages described

below, in the light of facility requirements.

According to the classification presented in Reference 11, the proposed system is
a modular, distributed, multi-task, computer-based network. Control of individual

major subsystems would be exercised either through a set of subsystem control consoles

or possibly through a single master panel. The system is modular in that standardization

is pushed to the highest level possible in the design and that its hardware

implementation will probably be based on a single family of microprocessors and '1
minicomputers such as the DEC 11 series. Such a choice would simplify design,

programming and interconnection. It is a multiprocessor system because it contains
many units, each functioning cooperatively, as part of a coordinated system. It is also a

distributed system since each processor would have its own executive and perform I
specific fixed tasks described below as part of the overall system. This system is also a

network in that it contains decentralized independent computers which are connected
via data communication links which are operated under a defined communications

protocol.
In the diagram the facility has been organized into its major logical components;

tank environment, radiation source control and diagnostics, SGEMP/radiation measure-

ments, and facility/AGE interface. In addition, a master facility computer has been

provided to allow for the possible operation of this facility by one or more operators at -
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a single console, and to provide the computer interface for the test directors console.
- In this design, data processing is an integral part of the facility instrumentation plan

and not broken out separately. Communicatio.. between subsystems is by the computer

network.

on a The scheme provides 'tr a computer hierar'.hy which at the lowest level is based

" on a set of front-end procesiorS'such as DEC LSI-ll's or Motorola 6800's, each of which

performs specific, dedic-ated tasks. These include exercising fixed control operations

Ssuch as the opening and closing of valves,changing and m onitoring pot settings, handling
interlocks, operating the machine timing and firing network, etc., as well as carrying

out data logging as commanded, and'pbssibly doing preliminary data processing. While a

somewhat arbitrary arrangement of FEP's has been presented in this conceptual design,

the actual assignment of individual FEP's including specification of numbers and

configurations to specific tasks awaits the detailed facility design. An advantage of the

proposed scheme is that functions can be added or deleted without significant change in

the way the facility is interconnected. In addition, the exact configuration of a

- . microprocessor in terms of memory and I/O capability can be tailored to fit the

particular tasks controlled. During the development, attachment of a terminal to a

microprocessor would permit local control. A provision for parallel hardwire controls -4

will also be desirable.

On the next highest level is the subsystem control computer. This is specified as a

minicomputer, it could be a large microprocessor if only a single control computer is A

needed. Again the specific assignments could be reconfigured. The role of this second i

level compute.r will be to provide overall subsystem control (exercised through an

associated terminal), controlling the interactions and interlocks between the FEP's, and
recording and processing data related to the operation of the subsystem. In addition,

the subsystem computer might carry out performance diagnostics as well as providing

the capability for a quick-look data analysis. Each subsystem computer would contain

mass storage devices for limited data storage, as well as the capability of generating
hard copy. More extensive number crunching would be done either on the facility

master computer or at a larger off-site computer connected to the system by a

dedicated link. While the subsystem would normally be operated through its touch

panel, provision will probably be made for d parallel hardwire set of controls such as

shown in Figure 4 (Ref 3), both as a backup in case of computer malfunction and for

testing during facility shakedown and in case of instrumentation failure. Provision of a
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subsystem control capability in a multi-task facility such as SXTF is important as
individual subsystems will probably be developed and brought on-line independently.I

At the highest level would be the facility master computer. Its functions might
include the capability of exercising overall facility control, providing the interfaces to
the test directors console, directing communications between subsystemns, carrying out

archival data processing and report generation, storage of archival data from the
various subsystems, and controlling communications with outside computers. Itsi
probable configuration would include extensive rnass storage capabilities such as large
disk memories, tape drives, and a comprehensive hard copy capability, including line
printers, hard copy units, and digital plotters. Since it would be a multi-task computer,
it could be used for system software development. Terminals could be located
throughout the facility connected to this computer and used for software development
and data analyses.

No specif ic determination of the nature of the links interconnecting various
components can be made at this stage of the design. One reason for standardizing the
design at the highest possible level with products from one manufacturer would be the

-. resultant simplification in interfacing. The links themselves can be conventional
hardwire or fiber optics if it is decided. that it would be advantageous as part of an
overall facility noise reduction scheme (q.v. section 4.2.2.3). Both schemes are

Aj

presently in use. Also to be defined are the necessary interfaces between the FEP's and

specific types of hardware. These interfaces should be based either on a manufacturers
standard or some industry-wide instrument interface scheme such as CAMAC. For
example, one might purchase items such as ADC, DAC, and multiplexers from DEC, if
their computers are used, provided that a sufficiently large number of signal-
conditioning devices are available from them. The exact nature of the interfaces
required can only be determined after a detailed instrumentation list is prepared and
cleared with prospective vendors.

In deciding whether this strawman design should be applied to SXTF, the following
advantaiges and disadvantages should be noted. The advantages of the proposed scheme
include:

1. Flexibility. Because of the modular design imposed from the hardware
interface up to the control level, it would be relatively easy to reconfigure
the hardware content of the system, or the manner in which it operates,
without extensive rewiring. It Is relatively easy to add or modify software
packages as facility requirements change.
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2. Convenience. The dynamic-interactive control scheme simplifies the task of
facility operation. Only those tasks of immediate interest need be looked
after by the operators. Other activities are carried out under direct
computer control.

3. Simplification of Controls. Because of the power of the dynamic graphic
method of control, fewer operators are required to operate a facility.
Conceivably, all the facility controls could be put into a sing~e screen room.
The backup hardwire control system could be put into a separate screen room]
or in the same room. In the facilities which- we Visited both options have been
used.

4. Enhanced Communications Between Participants. As the various subsystems
are connected together by the computer network, each group can monitor the
state of the whole system through a set of graphic display terminals which
might, for example, be read-only versions of that provided for the test
director.

5. Suitability for the Test Director Concept. The test director's console will be
connected to the master facility computer giving him the capability of

monitoring the performance of critical elements of the entire system during
the test, receiving alarms and running diagnostic programs for fault

I detection.

6. Ease of Maintenance. By enforcing a modular, standardized design on facility
instrumentation and software the maintenance problem is simplified. This is
especially important in a facility where the groups are responsible for design I
and construction may not be the same as those who will maintain, modify, and '
repair thie facility. In addition, the system could be self diagnosing if a set of i

diagnostic programs were added to the facility operating system.

The disadvantages of the proposed design include:

L Cost. Additional hardware is required to interface instrumentation to
computers, because, of the need for multiplexing, analog-to-digital conversion
and signal formatting. While standardized schemes such as CAMAC now
encompass a great many kinds of process controls, providing a digital
capability can be costly. There Is also the additional cost for computers and
software development. All of the facility designers. with whom we talked
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agreed that software Costs are often the major part of any computer system.
However, software Costs can be minimized if software development is carried
out as part of that for an overall operating system which includes these
functions for which a definite need has already been established, such as
those required for data analysis of diagnostic and SGEMP information. It is
recommended that DNA not pay for additional software development for

stand-alone systems without considering its relevance to SXTF requirements.
2. Difficulty in Iftosing Standards. The interface' and design practices chosen

L by the facility designers may conflict with those, of a prospective vendor. In

that case one has three options: seek another vendor, pay for incorporation 7

L of facility design into his hardware, build a nonstandard interface to connect
a particular device to its associated PEP. Use of a standard interface scheme[ such as CAMAC will minimize this problem.

3. Additional Complexity. An additional layer of hardware is required between
the particular device to be controlled and the controller.

r 3.5 STANDARDIZATION
The desirability for standardization should be evident in a facility such as SXTF,

that will contain large quantities of similar instrumentation. However, standardization
will be complicated by the fact that many manufacturers will provide instrumentation
for the facility. It is necessary for close supervision by the instrumentation integrator

to ensure that equipment obtained from different sources is compatible and conforms to L
the overall design. Uniquje front-end hardware may be necessary to perform particular
functions that must be monitored and controlled. However, the, controlling or recording
of these fu'nctions become less unique and more common as they are transmitted backA
to the user. This is reflected in the conceptual facility computer design presented in

Figure 1.
As an Illustration, consider the measuring of a temperature or pressure. Both

represent analog data. The temperature In a system is measured with a thermocouple,
the pressure with an Ion gauge. In both cases the output of each sensor generates a
voltage which must be conditioned and digitized in some manner to produce a readable
number for the end user.

Another type of example might be the closing of a valve in the vacuum system or
the turning on of a vacuum pump heater. The fact that the valve closed may be
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feedback by the action of the valve, a switch which Is~ also coupled to a relay. The
current generated in the heater may also be sensed by relay activation. In both
examples the operator needs to know the status of a particular device. In this regard it
Is better to use sensors which actually depend on the operation of the device rather than
one whi*ch infprs its behavior.

The point of commonality in these two sets of examples is that numerous tasks
which must be carried out in the facility can be reduced to a relatively few general
types.

Facility data collection and control tasks can be char acter ized in several ways, in

A ~increasing levels of complexity. For example, one can distinguish between theA1
following:

Ii1 . Status data, essentially binary, i.e., on-off, open-closed.

2. Analog data, not only is the status important but its value is also important,jF~t i.e., temperature, pressure, dose.
3.Analog array data, a two or higher dimensional manifold of values, such as anA

k SGEMP waveform. In a sense (2) is a subset of (3) where the value of the

parameter monitored changes relatively slowly with time so that only the
current value is of interest. A similar categorization can be made for control
tasks.

A second method of organizing data tabulation is by a data or control link as
shown schematically. This is essentially an operational classification. Such a scheme

STIMULUS SENSORS ITRANSMITTER LINK IRECEIVER PROCESSING OUTPUT CONTROLLER

~AS ITRANSDUCER IRECEIVER ILINK ITRANSMITTER RNDCRCF~N a) HUMANIASKR TANSUCERCOMANDb) COMPUTER
0) OTHER SYSTEM

will be helpful in identifying areas where hardware commonality permits standardiza-
tion. In carrying out the link analysis of data and control processes one can
characterize them by:

1. The type, digital or analog;

2. The nature of the sensor producing the signal, or transducer executing a task;

3. The form of the output, i.e., voltage, current, differential, high/low
impedance, etc;
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4. If digital, the number of bits, logic levels, pulsewidths, bit word rates, serial

or parallel transmission;

5. If analog, characteristic frequencies, amplitudes, pulsewidths;

6. Estimated number of channels;

7. Scan rate;

8. Significance, how important is that data for interpreting test results?

9. Capability for generating noise or its noise susceptibility.

10. Interactions with other systems.

11. Required auxiliary functions such as calibration, timing, etc.

Thus, the categorization of required control tasks and data needed to translate a

system functional design into its hardware realization can be carried out in a variety of

ways. These include: by function (i.e., identifying the instrumentation required to

carry out each identified task in the facility); by type, as most data and control tasks

can be grouped according to a relatively few categories described above; and by process

providing an end-to-end description of how each task is carried out as in the link

analysis. For complete definition it would probably be beneficial to analyze the facility

instrumentation requirements in each one of these ways, as well as from any other point

of view whi proves useful. Such a program should be carried out by the entire SXTF A.

design community rather than left to a single group.
After identifying areas where common schemes of process control or data

management can be applied, the next step in the facility design process is to identify to

what degree standards can be imposed on the interfaces between the FEP's and I
particular items of instrumentation. This requires a detailed knowledge of common

design practices in each of the instrumentation areas. It will be difficult to obtain

instrumentat- in tandard packages, or with novel control or data monitoring

features, from a given manufacturer along with firm guarantees of reliability and

performance without seriously increasing its cost. Therefore, facility design practices

should be based on irdustry-wide, accepted standards wherever possible. Choosing

instrumentation desio according to one of these standards will ensure that a

relatively large variety of equipment from more than one source for carrying out

particular functions will be available, that newly developed instrumentation will be

packaged to conform to one of these standards, and that the need for design and

construction of special Interfaces will be minimized.
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Both Government agencies and manufacturing associations have created sets of

standards for the construction of various types of instrumentation. By standardization

we mean at a minimum commonality in regard to voltage and power requirements,

packaging and power connector assignments and location.

Several of these instrumentation standards will probably be used in SXTF design.

The NIM (Nuclear Instrument Module) standards were introduced by the AEC and NBS to

provide maximum compatibility between nuclear pulse instrumentation produced by

various manufacturers (Ref 12). The standards define characteristics as module and bin
dimensions, power connector location and pin assignments, as well as supply voltages

and allowable current for each supply voltage. NIM standards do not prescribe standard
circuits, functional instrument specifications, or required fabrication methods. How-
ever, there is a set of NIM preferred practices which are recommended by the NIM j
Committee to define linear signals, logic signals, and preamplifier connections which

are typically followed by different manufacturers of the same type of module. It is

- .. likely that NIM compatible equipment will be used to design the timing and firing

circuits, both for the radiation sources and for controlling the SGEMP and diagnostic

data recording sy..:ems.

A second common instrumentation and interface standard is the computer

automated measurement and control (CAMAC) standard. It was developed to serve for

interfacing transducers and other devices, packaged in standard modules to digital

controllers for data transfer, measurement aru control. CAMAC standaids have been

adopted by the IEEE and are given in References 13 through 16. These standards

contain specifications on modular construction, and the type of power and signal

distribution. This standard has been increasingly adapted to interfacing process control

instrumentation to digital controllers and is an especially attractive system for

interfacing individual instrumentation to FEP's.

Many types of CAMAC compatible instruments are available, including: j

1. Drivers: motor, synchro, relay, meter, peripheral

2. Counters: real time, dead time, up-down, interval

3. Converters: A to D, D to A, BCD-Binary, Binary-BCD, V to F

4. Controllers: Stepping motor, power supply, crate, branch

5. Others: Encoders, registers, trace units, generators, multiplexers, digitizers,

DVM's, Buffers, Clocks, Fan Outs, Latcher, Gates
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6. Computer Interfaces to common microprocessor and minicomputers, as well

as microprocessors packaged In CAMAC modules. New CAMAC compatible

functions are constantly being developed.

4The advantages in using one of these instrumentation schemes include:.

1. Flexibility and interchangeability of instruments internally and between

subsystems.

2. Ready optimization of instrumentation. systems.

3.Es f-etucuigo ntumnainsses

4. Minimization of the need for maintaining extensive inventories of extra

modules.

5. Deferred obsolescence; new instrumentation is likely to be built in packaging '
compatible with one of these standards.[ 6. Ease of servicing and reduction of down time.

7. Availability of blank modules into which custom hardware can be inserted.I8. Reduction of design effort because the packaging and voltages are already
supplied.

9. Availability of numerous commercial instruments from many suppliers.

10. Is a modular system with fundamental units that can be configured in

different ways to form equipment assemblies to carry out specific processes.

Additional specific features of the CAMAC system include:I
1.* The functional units are constructed as computer independent modules and

mounted in a standard crate.

2. The mechanical structure is designed to utilize the high component package

density possible with integrated circuit packages and similar devices. I

3. Direct connection from each module to a standard data way. This highway

which forms part of the CAMAC crating conveys digital data, control signals

and power.

4. The design is such to permit ready assembly of a system consisting oi a crate

and modules for connection to an on-line digital computer.
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3. Standardized protocol and hardware specifications for the parallel or serial
transfer of data between the CAMAC driver and one or more crates.

6. External connections to modules which conform to the digital or analog signal

standards of associated transducers, computers or to the recommendations
given in the standard.

In addition to the NIM and CAMAC standards, others have been written which are

4 applicable for the transmission of digital data between terminals. These include the
IEEE standard 488 for transmission of parallel data (Ref 17), EIA standards RS232,
RS269A, 422, and 423 for transmission of serial data.

4- Other possible standards may be chosen. For example, if one decides on using a
set of minicomputers and microprocessors from a particular manufacturer such as DEC,
then data and interface standards which are manufacturer specific may be chosen. This
was the path taken in the CASINO design. In this case the data transmission links would

probably be manufacturer specific. One problem with this approach is that all required
interface, signal conditioning, and process control hardware may not be available in a

system compatible form.
The simplest form of a digital communication link is the serial transmission of

data over a common conductor. This conductor may either be hardwire or fiber optic.

Most of the distributed multiprocessor control systems which we examined were

connected together by serial links. Provided that the frequency demands for data
transmissivrn are within the capability of a serial link, all communications between

microprocessors and supervisory computers should be conducted with such links. Using
an industrial standard for the transmission of such serial data should be a requirement

for SXTF. K
It will be advantageous to standardize the computer system in the facility in

regard to the control computers as well as the front-end microprocessors. The

advantages of such a scheme include:

1. The software language which is the same.

2. Software documentation would be reduced because of commonality in drivers

and other system requirements.

3. Common interfaces could be used in most cases.

4. Common spare parts can be purchased that would allow for a board changing

type repair.
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5. Software development could be done on one of the terminals connected to one
of the higher level minicomputers.

1The disadvantages In using microprocessors which are both common within
themselves and also with the facility control minicomputers include:

:1A
1 . Specific systems may have too much capability, i.e., some systems could use

smaller, less expensive microprocessors.A

2. There may be problemns In convincing a vendor to use the facility sponsored~
microprocessor.

In. summary, the probable design of the SXTP instrumentation package is such that
a great deal of standardization In regard to signal conditioning, Interfacing, and dataj
links and computers can be anticipated. To the greatest degree possible, such

[ standardization should be carried out using one of the manufacturer or industry-wide

is compatible with the standardization scheme chosen.
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4. TOPICS IN DATA TRANSMISSION AND RECORDING

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Because of a perceived need for dielectric isolation of test objects during

radiation and electromagnetic simulator testing, the SQEMP and EMP communities have
played a leading role In the development of wideband fiber optic and microwave
dielectric data transmission links. Such links will probably play an important role in

transmitting SGEMP and fast diagnostic data in SXTF. However, there are other

instrumentation areas where dielectric isolation and minimization of noise coupling may

be important. These include controlling and monitoring of the pulsed power sources,

transmitting data and commands between the satellite and AGE, and as an element in aI general facility grounding, shielding and penetration plan.

In this section, we present a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of
replacing some or all of the hardwire connections between different portions of the
facility with data transmission systems which employ dielectric links instead of cables.

Included is an assessment of the state of the art and an identification of generic links
which might be required and a discussion of specific applications.

The presently available wideband fiber optic link is adequate in regard to]

bandwidth, but in many respects unsatisfactory in regard to radiation tolerance,

dynamic range, linearity, and size. As the state of the art in these systems is
advancing, it is important to assess what sort of units might be available for SXTF
before deciding on whether to fund a special develo ment program. Herein is presented

a detailed discussion of present technology in regard to performance and radiation

tolerance, problems to be faced in operating such links in the SX TF radiation
environment, current technology development, an identification of techniques for

improving the radiation behavior of such links, and projected advances in related
optoelectronic technology which may be applied to produce links with performance

superior to that of units presently under development.

Given the volume of data to be processed in SXTF, much of it will need to be
digitized and processed by computer. Previous studies have shown that presently
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available transient digitizers of even moderately wide bandwidth are relatively

expensive. Moreover, there is presently or.,y one transient digitizer commercially

available for high frequency ( > 100 MHz) SGEMP and diagnostic data. This unit is the

Tektronix R7912. While It is satisfactory in terms of performance, it is rather

expensive (-20K each). As there is a projected need for large numbers of channels of J
high frequency capability (30 to 100), any advance in technology which could provide the

same capabilities at significantly reduced cost would substantially reduce system costs, I
and If low enough could lead to reevaluation of some aspects of data recording such as

In machine diagnostics. In fact, new methods of transient data digitization applicable

to SXTF are actually being developed for the laser fusion, nuclear weapons diagnostics

and nuclear physics communities based ca. advances in integrated circuit technology,
especially that incorporating charge controlled devices. A summary of this work is

presented.

4.2 APPUCATION OF DIELECTRIC ISOLATION TECHNIQUES IN SXTF

C,2.1 Advantage3 and Disadvantages '1

In this section possible applications of dielectric data links in SXTF are exarmined.

There am two kinds of dielectric links of this type. The more commonly used of the

two is one in which a light signal is transmi4Ated down a glass or plastic fiber or fiber

bundle. The second 13 one in which the signal is incorporated as amplitude modulation

cmn a microwave carrier transmitted down a dielectric waveguide. Systems of both types

(Refs 18,19) have been used for transmission of SGEMP data from a test object while

maintaining its electrical isolation.v However, the presently available fiber optic

systems are currently superior to the microwave telemetry links in nearly every

respect, such as bandwidth, size, convenience of operation, so that they have supplanted j
the latter except for one possible application discussed below. Microwave systems

currently in use have large transmitters and receivers that consume considerable

amounts of power and therefore cannot run very long on batteries (three hours for the

EG&G model). The dielectric waveguides are stiff, bulky, and hard to handle. The

signal bandwidth of currently available systems are a factor of two or more lower than

that of fiber optic systems. However, improvements in terms of battery life, system

bandwidth, and transmitter size have been announced (Ref 20) which make the use of

these systems more attractive and therefore progress in this area should be monitored.

At present the wideband fiber optic systems are the prime candidates for transmitting
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high frequency multi-hundred MHz SGEMP and diagnostic data, although other

techniques are being considered (Ref 10). Because of their importance, a separate

assessment of the state of the -art of these systems is presented in the next section.

The balance of this section will discuss possible applications of dielectric data links to

other areas of SXTF instrumentation. This survey is based on facility visits to LASL,

L 3, and SLAC where this technique has been used to solve instrumentation problems

similar to those to be faced in SXTF as well as with members of the spacecraft -
manufacturing community (TRW, Ford, Hughes).

Note that we.. are not claiming here that all data transmission should be done via

fiber optic links. However, this is a rapidly evolving technology which is being
beneficially applied to facilities with similar noise problems created by numerous large

pulsed power sources. Therefore, one should seriously consider this option in
instrumenting SXTF, especially' in designing a facility grounding and shielding scheme

withoiat dismissing it out of hand. -

There are several advantages in employing fiber optics for transmitting data and
control commands back and forth between the screen rooms and the rest of the facility.

These include: -

I. Dielectric Isolation of Electronics and Test Objects. Noise cannot be coupled
into dielectric cables and transmitted to components or the test object. This

I4factor of dielectric isolation is of prime importance in the application of
fiber optics and dielectric links to SGEMP and EMP testing.

2. Noise Immunity. No electromagnetic radiation can couple into the links

themselves, thus the requirements for carefully shielding cables is minimized.

In additio.i, the need for providing cable troughs or complicated penetrations

into screen rooms through which cables have to be snaked and potted is also

minimized.

3. Voltage Isolation. Different parts of the system instrumentation package,
especially those portions connected with the PRS and MBS or the backscatter

grid will be at dangerously higher potentials referenced to facility ground.

The use of fiber optic links or at least optical isolators will prevent
propagation of unwanted high voltages between subsystems. Should break-

down or sparking occur, resultant transients would not be propagated down

associated signal or control cables. The voltage isolation provided is a safety

factor protecting personnel.
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4. Subsy-tem Isolation. If a grounding and cabling scheme for the facility is

developed in which different subsystems are electrically isolated, then they
can be developed and put into operation independent of each other, while

minimizing the possibility that unforeseen ground loops will interfere with

system operation, when all the parts are put together. This can be a

significant problem in a complicated system such as SXTF in which different
portions of the facility may be developed by different groups and be brought

on line at different times.

V5. Simplification in Computer Requirements. Should digital data be transmitted
over fiber optic lines, terrelative nieimmunity wilminimize the need

for computer hardware and software for error analyses.

On the other hand, fiber optic systems at their present stage of development and
commercialization present some disadvantages. These include:

I. Added Complexity. Between each transducer /sensor and the c orrespondingA
control/recor ding device one must interpose a fiber optic transmitter and

receiver. If all else remains the same, this increases system cost; however, ifI.-grounding and shielding can be simnlified and the attendant electronic
circuitry can also be simplified because of a' relaxed need for noise

Ir.suppression, then some of the cost of fiber optics can be offset.

2. Availability of Commercial Hardware. The ideal situation would be one in

which suitable hardware could be purchased commercially at low cost. At

present most fiber optic systems are custom built for particular. applications.
Ther ma belitte of -he-helfharwar whih culdbe irecly ncopor

ated into SXTF. However, most of the instrumentation to be controlled or f
monitored at SXTF is not facility unique with the possible exceptions of the

* ~complicated timing and firing requir-ements for MBS and the need to record

data in a radiation environment. In our visits to LASL and Lwe learned that

fiber optic systems of types required to perform most of the data
transmission and facility control functions for SXTF have been created for

these facilities (Ref 4). Thus, it may be possible to directly copy existing

technology developed under Government funding minimizing development

costs. The adequacy of existing fiber optic links also depends on facility
design. The more standardized the system in terms of interfaces, the fewer

types of links would be required; i.e., by forcing standardization down to a
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very* detailed level, at an individual transducer or sensor level, data

transmission requirements would correspondingly be simpliftied. Moreover,

this is a technology which is rapidly evolving. One point which was made by

the system designers with whom we talked was that commercial versions of

hardware developed in-house, such as serial links for communication betweenI
computers, should be available in the near future.

3. Cost. At present fiber optic links are relatively expensive, if compared to

the cable it replaces, i.e., a single point-to-point digital data link capable of

transmitting data three hundred feet at a ten-megabit rate costs between]

$300 to $1000. The cost of such links should go down significantly as the

market increases. However, a single link of this type has a sufficient.7
transmission rate to multiplex many channels of low frequency data;.

therefore, the incremental cost in using fiber optic systems may be a small

L increment compared to the advantages gained and overall facility cost.

4. Radiation Sensitivity. Fiber optic electronics, and the fibers themselves are

sensitive to the x-rays and simulated space electrons which will be sprayed -

into the test chamber. This is discussed in detail in the next section.

Systems of this type which have to operate in the vacuum tank may have to '
be hardened. While there are prototype links available to perform all

anticipated kinds of data and control functions (although not necessarily

available as off-the-shelf items) little has been done to harden any of these

except those developed for SGEMP measurements. However, the difficulty in

hardening lower frequency links will be less than that for high frequency ones.

This is true for several reasons.I

(1) They do not have to operate during the radiation pulse. However,
circuit protection must be included to prevent burnout or upset of

electronics. The propagation of radiation-induced transients through the links

must be eliminated. This may be done automatically because the bandwidth

of the transmitting and receiving electronics will, for several of the systems

discussed below, be too low to respond to the high frequency transient
radiation pulse. If this is not the case, filtering may have to be included. On

the other hand, these links may have to be well shielded f romn the simulated
space electron environment.
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(2) Possible transmitters are radiation insensitive. Low frequency I
systems for transmission of status data or control operations have been built

with a transmitter which is nothing more than a small light bulb (Ref 4). j
(3) The dynamic range and linearity of light sources such as LEDs is

much greater than that of the laser diodes used in the SGEMP transmitters.

Thus, less amplification would be required. The radiation sensitivity of the

amplifiers used in the presently available SGEMP links is one of their weak

L4

• ' points.

In some cases (e.g., as a command link for the spacecraft to replace the RF

command uplink) the fiber optic receiver will have to be placed in the radiation field.

As this is the reverse of the normal SGEMP -case, an assessment, must be made of the
operation of candidate receivers in an SXTF.'environment.

In summary, an assessment should be made of. the problems involved in operating

candidate fiber optic links in the SXTF environment as the different types are
identified. As a first cut, one can analyze the radiation tolerance of the set of fiber

optic systems discussed in Reference 4.

If it is decided that the advantagc of fiber optics systems such as noise immunity,

high voltage isolation, and subsystem isolation are. desirable, one can envision providing

a set of general links which would be adapted to particular applications. The degree to
which these links can be applied depends on the degree of standardization imposed on

design; i.e., at what level commonality and. data recording in control is incorporated in

different facility elements. A set of representative links would include:

I. A relatively simple binary link to control and monitor on/off functions and

state data for valves, heaters, pumps, relays, interlocks, etc.

2. A low frequency analog data link for controlling and monitoring slowly

changing function and data such as temperatures, pressures, program enable

pov er supplies, or integral data from machine diagnostics or dosimetry. I -

3. A serial or parallel digital data link to transmit multiplex digital data

between front end microprocessors and control minicomputers or between a

satellite and the AGE. It is not clear, but possible, that the same link could
perform both functions. The exact nature of this link will depend on the

detailed format of the information to be transmitted, i.e., the number of

channels of data, the interrogation rate, nature of signals scanned, logic type

and level, manner of transmission to interrogating computer.
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4. A moderately high frequency winalog data link with a bandwidth in excess of

10 MHz using an LED-driven transmitter.

Prototype versions of links to perform all of these functions have been developed

and are being applied at systems such as ANTARES and SHIVA laser fusion devices. In A
addition,. commercial versions of the fiber optic equivalents of some of the more

commonly used interface schemes to connect computers to hardware should be available

before SXTF instrumentation construction ha.s begun.

4.2.2 Specific SXTF Applications7]

Based on our understanding of the possible structure of the SXTF facility thereI

are several areas where the use of dielectric data links are feasible. These include:

trnmtigmcieadrdaindanotcdtLepcal ekaditga
satellite-AGE interface; controlling and monitoring the perxormance of the MBS or

quantities such as total dose, charging voltages or integrated diode output); in
implementing facility environment control (of the vacuum tank, backscatter grid, etc.);

adas part of a general grouncling, and shielding design based on isolating individual

subsystems to minimize noise coupling and ground loops.

We will now discuss each one of these applications in turn.

4... Satellite-AGE Connection. In order to determine the SGEMP response of

aspacecraft which normally would be exposed to a threat in free space it is contended

bymost analysts that it is necessary to decouple the responses of the test object from

toeof the tank and cabling. Therefore it is felt that the iiatellite must be
dielectrically isolated from its surroundings. This has been the principal incentive for1
developing high frequency, radiation tolerant, fiber optic data links. To be sure, there 71is some question as to whether and to what degree such isolation is necessary or
whether alternative schemes such as inductive loading of cables might work.

However, when a satellite is placed in a test chamber for a S3ystem or subsystem

test, a variety of hardwire connections are made to it. Connections between the

spacecraft and the tank are typically made to supply power to monitor and control
spacecraft behavior, to monitor and control payload operation, and to more closely
follow behavior during qualification testing with extra sensors installed in the tank or on
the spacecraft.

We briefly summarize how each one of these connections is made in terms of
current practice and assess whether they might be replaced by a connection which
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maintains dielectric isolation. The solution to the problems posed in this discussion will

only be determined after consultation between the SGEMP analysts, spacecraft
manufacturers, and instrumentation specialists as to what measurements are necessary
and practicable. Presumably these problems are being addressed in more detail by

TRW.

1. Power. Typical spacecraft require 20 to 60V dc at currents of up to 50 amps.

A current generation communications satellite such as INTELSAT V may

require as much as 100 amps. This. is. supplied by a hardw ire umbilical. No
* practical means of transmitting this power via a dielectrically isolated link A1

has been identified. Some consideration has been given to powering the

Lspacecraft through its solar cell panels. Such a solution has at least two
difficulties. Qualification model spacecraft do not normally possess a f ull

complement of solar cell panels. This is not an insurmountable problem. One

[Iprobably wants to test the spacecraft with a full complement of solar cell

panels as they represent a major component through which SGEMP-generated -

energy may penetrate into the structure. Normally, in thermal-vacuum tests

the solar cell panels are not illuminated. Often they are not even attached to.

the spacecraft during such tests (especially in the case of three-axis

less than one sun with some panels in place. The test engineers with whom

we spoke had serious questions about maintaining the thermal balance of a

spacecraft in a thermal-vacuum chamber when subject to a one-sun
illumination. The most feasible scheme fo supplying power to the satellite
during a photon test that we have identified would use a retractable

umbilical. Satellites have the ability to operate on battery power while they i
are in eclipse. This is a period of approximately one hour. One could envision

a procedure where the spacecraft power is supplied hardwire until shortly

before a shot. The power umbilical would be removed at the start of count-

down and the behavior of the spacecraft would be observed for a period long

enough to make sure that it is operating properly on battery power. After the
shot is fired Initial diagnostics would be performed to look for gross

malfunctions (estimated to take about thirty minutes or so for FLEETSAT).

External power would then be restored.
A
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2. Status and Control Data. Subsequent to launch the performance of a

spacecraft is controlled and monitored by a set of RF links. These are

typically S-band (2.5 GHz) for military satellites, although they can be UHF
((~0.3 GHz), X-band (8 GHz), or K-band (16 GHz). Through these free-space I
radio links properties such as the thermal balance, attitude, rotation rate,

power, etc., are monitored and kept within specifications. Housekeeping data

is typically telemetered at relatively slow rates of I kilobit. Some sensor or

communications data is transmitted at significantly higher rates of the order
of 50 kilobits or more. The logical method for monitoring this data in SXTF

during a test would be through the RF links,. However, TRW has expressed
some questions about problems which may arise in operating these links in the

SXTF tank. This opinion is somewhat surprising as other manufacturers such
as Ford routinely operate these links in a thermal-vacuum test. The present

alternative is to bring this khta from the satellite to the AGE via hard lines

which in some cases may be waveguide. It is conceivable that this status and
control data can be brought out by one or more dielectric links, preferably of

the fiber optics type if one can extract the digitized data from the
microwave carrier or if the telemetered data is coupled into the fiber optic

link before incorporated onto the microwave carrier. A less desirable A
alternative would be to use a microwave dielectric data link. The fiber optic

link itself might be one similar to that used to transmit data between front
end microprocessors and a controlling minicomputer. Fiber optic and
microwave links with desired frequency characteristics undoubtedly exist.
However, several problems must be addressed before such techniques can be

adopted. These are:

telemetered through the RF links into the dielectric links. Thus normal
a. A means must be provided to couple data and command signals normally

circuitry of the spacecraft might need to be modified or special
interface hardware might have to be provided. K

b. It can be seen that one needs to provide at least two links which may be
identical. One would transmit commands from the AGE to the space-

craft and the second would transmit status data to the AGE from the
satellite. It is not clear whether these links will need to have a multi-
plexing and demultiplexing capability or whether AGE and spacecraft

circuitry could be used.
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c. The radiation tolerance of the candidate links will have to be determined
and they may need to be hardened. At least part of this effort is novel
as it will involve hardening the receiver as well as the transmitter.

d. Space will have to be found for the transmitter and receivers in or nearI

the satellite such that their presence creates a minimum perturbation.
F ~The space problem will be even more critical if dielectric microwave[ links are used as transmitters and receivers are larger. One possibility is

placing transmitters and receivers at the location of the dummy boxes 4
which are usually put into qualification model spacecraft replacing the

V redundant set of electronics normally present in an operating spacecraft.

3. Additional Sensors for Test Purposes. During system and subsystem
qualification tests in which satellites are severely stressed, additional sensors
are placed in the spacecraft to monitor its behavior. The connections
between the spacecraft and the AGE test sets are typically hardwire or

waveguide. For example, during the testing of INTELSAT V approximately
600 channels of data were monitored (including parameters normallye ~telemetered to earth through the RF downlink plus those added for the test)

lk of which 400 were hardwired. In testing DSP additional data channels

included 50 devoted to ordnance, 50 thermocouples, and 20 radiometers. In
addition, hardwire connections are often made to the spacecraft's attitude
monitoring sensors (sun, earth) to simulate orbital motion. On top of all these
there are additional lines to monitor the performance of the payload. It is to
be pointed out that these extra sensors are added during qualification tests to

ensure that the spacecraft will perform as designed during any permitted11
combination of environments. It is possible that many of these extra sensors
will not be needed during a SGEMP test in SXTF as other environmental

stresses will not be simultaneously applied.

Most of these environmental data channels record status or relatively slowly -

changing analog data. It should be possible to monitor their behavior through
a relatively few dielectric data links if such data can be multiplexed. Again,
one may have to provide interfaces to multiplex and digitize data normally
transmitted In a parallel and analog fashion and to demux this data before
input to the appropriate AGE test set or computer. In addition a place on or

near the spacecraft will have to be found for the signal processing and
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R. multiplexing, electronics and the fiber optic transmitters. Such electronics
may have to be hardened to survive the x-ray pulse and the space electron
simulation such that they recover to transmit required status data after
stress and not propagate disturbances Into the AGE. Whether a different link
or links must be developed for each satellite type or whether a universal link .
can be provided as facility-furnished equipment awaits further definition on
the part of the spacecraft operators as to data requirements and a
determination on the part of the facility operator as to the desirability of
furnishing such links which would be needed only for a test at this facility.

4. Payloads. It is likely that during SXTF testing, the satellite payload,I
i.e., transmitters and receivers on communications satellites or sensors in
surveillance satellites, will also be monitored. No information about system

tests on sensors were obtained during our visits to spacecraft manufacturers.
The antenna output. of communications satellites are tested for power levels
in an anaechoic chamber and for pattern on a test range sufficiently large so
that receivers can be placed out of the near-field pattern of the antenna.
Antenna testing is not normally carried out during the thermal-vacuum test.

I It does not seem practical to carry out either test using normal procedures in
the SXTF vacuum tank. An additional test which is performed to monitor the
output of the antenna is through a hardline connection (coaxial cable or
waveguide) coupled to the antenna feed. A scheme for carrying out such a
test was described in Reference 21. For SXTF, the hardwire connection to _
the communications test set would be replaced by a microwave dielectricj
link. In a variant of these tests proposed by TRW the near-field antenna
output itself would be monitored through a coupler connected to a microwave

link.I

In summary, if electrical isolation of the satellite is required, one must decouple
it through its surroundings using a dielectric data link or possibly through inductively
loaded cables. If the former route is chosen there is a possible need to develop data
links and associated electronics including analog-to-digital converters and multiplexers.
The link will have to survive in a tank environment but not necessarily function during
this shot. There will be a problem in locating these links inside the satellite. Their
exact nature and whether they will be provided by the individual user or by the facility
will depend on the degree to which the data requirements of different types of



spacecraft and the test procedures of different manufacturers can be standardized. The
simplest course f rom the point of view of the facility operator is to require the test
group for each satellite to provide Its own links. There is a certain rationale to this
approach as the, detailed requirements for each spacecraft are somewhat unique and

k-- best determined by t'he testing organization connected with the satellite development.
On the other hand, a requirement to develop such a link represents an added cost to the
program imposed because of the specialized nature of an SGEMP test. Therefore, such[ added, cost will undoubtedly be resisted by the manufacturer and by the SPO.
Presumably, if SXTF is built,. test requirements would be written into the PRD and
recommended test procedures, including provision for test points, will be incorporated
in a MU Spec for SGEMP tests in a manner analogous to those established for EMC and
EMI testing.

C.2.2.2 Control an Monitorliw of Pulsed Power Sources. The charging, timing,
and firing techniques for pulse power machines are primarily the province of the source
builders. In the past, only a relatively few modules needed to be fired simultaneously
(four each in CASINO and AURORA). Because the other parts of the facility to which
the sources are interfaced was relatively simple they could be developed essentially
independently without worrying too much about how the pieces fit together! except for

three areas:

1. Development of an overall facility and shielding scheme.

2. Providing timing spigots from the machine for triggering experiments.

3. Providing interlocks to prevent charging and firing of the machine with per-
sonnel near high voltage and radiation sources.

In developing the SXTF facility much more attention will have to be paid to the
interconnections between the photon sources and other parts of the facility for the
following reasons:

1. The need for closely controlled timing to obtain proper phasing of the large
number of sources involved will make required control and monitoring
techniques correspondingly more complicated. As part of an overall facility
design it will be desirable to In~vestigate whether common data transmission
and recording schemes can be developed not only for facility controls but also
for machine controls. Another area in which standardization may be applied
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is timing circuits, It may be possible to utilize the same timing instrumenta-

tion for both the radiation sources and the triggering and fiduciary schemes

developed for recording SGEMP data (Ref 9). Sheer numbers will probably

require modularization of data monitoring with overall processing and display

controlled by one or more computers. It is likely that charging, timing, and

firing will also be under partial computer control although probably with one

or more operators integrated in the firing sequence loop (see Section 3.3 on

Facility Controls and Test Panels).

2. The prrposed test of the SGEMP response of a functioning satellite is con-

siderably more complicated than anything attempted to date. Carrying out

these tests will involve close coordination in the operation of the photon

sources, facility environment, ano AGE.

3. Each major instrumentation subsystem is likely to be developed separately on

a different time s,:hedule and to some degree tested independently of the

others. It is important to have confidence that when the individual systems

are connected together that they play together. In this regard unanticipated

ground loops can be serious. The developers of the LASL 10 k3 eight-beam
CO 2 laser system told us that when the diagnostic instrumentation was

connected to the rest of the system, ground loop problems kept At from

functioning for several months.

In developing the timing and firing controls and data monitoring schemes for the

MBS and PRS, consideration should be given to the use of fiber optic links for the

following reasons:

1. Very high voltages and currents must be monitored in charging and firing the

capacitor banks, marx generators, transmission lines, and diodes. Therefore

it is desirable to provide isolation between sources and recording equipment,

especially facility computers, In case of breakdowns. This can be done with
fiber optic links or with optical isolators.

2. Large EMI signals will be generated when the sources are fired. Therefore,

decreasing the number of conductors running from the sources to other parts

of the facility will lessen noise propagation.
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3. It will be Important to maintain Isolation between the experimental chamber,
data room, control rooms, and the AGE. One means of doing this Is by Inter-
connecting them with dielectric data and control links.

nieTherefore, we feel that the solutions developed to provide dielectric Isolation,
niesuppression, and grounding and shielding by the laser fusion community,

particularly at the LASL. ANTARES facility bear close study. They have had to solve
problems In terms of noise suppression, grounding and shielding In an environment very
similar to that which probably will be found at SXTF.]

'1.2.2.3 Grounding and 5hleldp. During the course of the SXTF program severalF general discussions of grounding and shielding schemes for the system have been
presented (Refs 10,21). These discussions have had several elements in common in
regard to a facility grounding and shielding design. These are:

1. Provision for a common facility ground plane comprised of a wire mesh
embedded In the facility concrete foundation and tied at many points to earth
ground. While not mentioned in either discussion, the effectiveness of such a
ground plane will be considerably enhanced if the foundation is made from
conducting concrete which Is available commercially or may be part of the
repertoire of the Waterways Experimental Station.

2. Providing a Faraday cage for each of the major subsystem components,
-I namely the photon sources, the instrumentation and facility control screen

rooms, and the AGE area in order to keep source noise from coupling into
data and control rooms.

In addition the Jaycor report (Ref 10) discusses a topological philosophy of i
grounding whose thrust is to provide a multiple shield, multiple ground point system to
keep noise signals from coupling into cables or Into penetrations through which cables
are brought into the Faraday cages. A clear discussion of this philosophy can be found
in Vance (Ref 22). This treatment, predicated on the use of hardwire connections

i between major facility areas, makes extensive use of double shielding techniques such
as cables within conduits, especially machined sleeves for cable penetrations which are
carefully sealed with conductive epoxy or crimpable foils, and multiple ground points to
minimize the paths along which energy can couple into cables. The design techniques
discussed in References 10,21, and 22 have been worked out and validated in several

A UGT's and in the design of some large flash x-ray machines. It has been demonstrated
AJ
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that when consistently applied their use ensures a relatively noise-free system.
However, the advent of optoelectronic technology provides an alternate means of£ developing grounding schemes which have all the advantages of the presently used
systems while providing considerably more flexibility in facility design and operation

The basic element of such grounding schemes Is to replace hardwire connections17and the resultant relatively elaborate shield within shield penetration schemes withA

somewhat simpler shielding scheme s for subsystems which are connected together with
fiber optic links. It Is claimed that the advantage of using fiber optics In developing aF

1. No noise Is coupled Into fiber optic links. One need not pay as much attention
to shielding between subsystems. Penetrations for the entrance of fiber opticI
links Into Faraday cages are easier to construct. Of course, electronics and

hardwire connections must still be shielded. However, these cable runs canA
be kept relatively short and Inside the Faraday shield.

2. High voltage isolation .i~nd protection of primary subsystem facility instru-
mentation is automatically provided. This is a definite advantage fo~r SXTF
as many circuits and cable runs must be operated near systems such as pulsed
power and backscatter control grids which will be operated at high potentials. l

3. Major subsystems are electrically isolated so they can be developed and
brought on line separately. The risk is minimized that when connected
together, unforeseen noise and ground loop problems will hamper facility

* operation.

Adetailed grounding and shielding plan as opposed to a conceptual design (asI
philosophical statements on how to do it) requires further definition in the following
areas;:

1. Identification of the frequency and amplitude of the major facility noise
sources,

2. Definition of facility layout-if the present Jaycor floor plan is accepted,
then this has been done.

3. Determination of instrumentation 3ensitivities to determine how much noise
suppression through shielding is required.
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Only after these topics have been addressed in more detail should a final decision on a
facility shielding, grounding, and penetration plan be adopted. It is not claimed that
fiber optic systems will permit the development of a cheaper, superior grounding and

shielding scheme. However, present shielding practice, while effective, is based on old
technology. The advantages of 6ising fiber optic links in developing a grounding and

shielding plan should be Investigated before that plan is "fixed in concrete", especially if
considered as part of an overall facility data transmission scheme.

4.3 HIGH FREQUENCY FIBER OPTIC DATA LINKS
4J.3. Introduction

This section assesses the current and projected state of the art of high frequency

fiber optic data links. Particular emphasis is placed on links that would be useful in
SGEMP test facilities to transmit data from the object under test to the data screen
room. Fiber optic data links have two primary advantages over metallic conductor links
in this application. First, the fibers are Immune to electromagnetic pickup and thus I
would be significantly less subject to noise pickup caused by the test pulse. Second, the

dielectric nature of the fibers means that they would not significantly disturb the
electromagnetic field distribution in the test chamber. In, fact, these two advantages

make fiber optic data links highly preferred for this appl iation.
A very similar application is data transmission in EMP tests. Here again, the

advantages of fiber optics are very important. As a consequence, several different
systems have already been designed, fabricated, and used in EMP simulator experi-
ments. These systems generally have many of the attributes, including high frequency
capability required of SGEMP links. Therefore, some of these links have been used for
SGEMP data transmission. The capabilities and inadequacies of the existing
EMP/SGEMP links will be examined subsequent!y. Current progr=-ns aimed at
improving link operation in an SGEMP environment are discussed and the resulting

capabilities of the modified links noted.
The electromagnetic immunity of fiber optics is useful in other applications where

significant electromagnetic interference exists. In some cases, the data transmission
requirements are fast enough that the links could potentially be usable in EMP/SGEMP
testing as well. Specific areas where this has already occurred are in laser fusion
facilities and underground nuclear tests. Both of these applications require nanosecond-

type speeds and transmission in the presence of large electromagnetic interference.
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The possible application of these links, or at least the technology or concepts used in

these links, to EMP/SGEMP data links will be examined later in this section.

Before discussing the links that currently exist, the requirements that an EMP/

SGEMP data link must meet will be identified. Particular emphasis is placed on

radiation tolerance which is not required in many applcations such as EMP testing. It is -

in that area that the capabilities of links used in laser fusion facilities or underground

tests are particularly pertinent, and techniques developed for these links may be --

particularly applicable to links to be used in SGEMP tests.
Thef-final portion of this section examines potentially applicable technologies that

are not currently being applied to the problem and projected advances in the state of
the art, and considers how these might augment link capabilities. The best performance

of ,afiLer optics link is then predicted and matched with the requirements. -1

4.3.2 Requirements an an SGEMP Data Link A

There are a number of requirements that must be met by SGEMP data link. The -

ones that will be discussed here are those that are either unique to the SGEMP link or

are difficult for a fiber optic link to achieve. The radiation hardness requirements are
treated separately from the nonradiation ones, although the solutions must take both

into account.
.!

4.3.2.1 Nonradiation Requirements. Most of the special requirements that use in

SGEMP testing imposes on a fiber optic data link result from the need for high-

frequency, analog data transmission. Other requirements are imposed by the special
test environment in which the link must operate.

A primary reqtdrement of the link is that it will be wideband or high frequency so

that 't can faithfully reproduce the data which measures response to the test object.

The rate of change of the fastest signals that must be recorded is conjectured to La

equivalent to a risetime of about I nsec. This would require a system bandwidth in

excess of 350 MHz. It is probably desirable to have a bandwidth of about 500 MHz

because the I nsec risetimc is only an estimate. Bandwidths on the order of 200 MHz

might be marginally acceptable in some instances, especially if other system

characteristics were improved by the tradeoff.
The signals encountered could range from the ' mV to the I kV range, which would

require a system range of 120 dB. However, it is highly uti-ikely that anything .

approaching this could be achieved without external control, given the quality of light
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sources currently available, or those which may be available in the near future. Thus,

the requisite range must be achieved by the use of attenuators or gain control coupled

with a dynamic range that Is sufficient for accurate signal reproduction. A minimum

dynamic range to allow a good reproduction of any given signal would be on the order of

40 dB. This would require an adjustable attenuation range of 80 dB. The adjustment

steps should be 5 dB or less so that essentially the entire 40 dB dynamic range would be
k___ available at any signal level within the 120 dB system range.

One of the requirements that electrical isolation of objects in the test chamber
places on the transmitter is that the power be internally supplied. This requirement

dictates a battery powered transmitter. Since frequent battery changes would be highly
undesirable because of repeated tank evacuation, long battery life is a necessity.I
Pumpdown time in the test chambers could be eight to ten hours or more, so daily
battery changes are unacceptable. Operation for at least a week would generally be
acceptable. Conservation of batteries by shutting them down between shots or

recharging of batteries, perhaps via an umbilical that could be connected between shots

and disconnected for shots, could be used to increase battery life.

Another requirement on the transmitter is that it be as small a size as possible so

it produces a minimum perturbation of the electromagnetic field when placed in the
test object, patclrywt'the number of transmitters that are laetobe rqie

for SGEMP tests. Further, many of the locations in the satellite where it may be
necessary to locate a transmitter require small size objects. A desirable goal would be

a transmitter size of about two inches on a side, or perhaps a three inch square by one

inch thick unit.

beyond the test tank wall, and probably 50 meters or more so that transmission to Anteaeurmn sfrafbrcbe egho tlat2 eest e
reasonable location in the data room could be achieved. Transmission over this distance

must be achievable without degrading the system bandwidth or signal-to-noise ratio.

Calibration of the link will also be required. Since the calibration signals must be

injected as close to the input of the link as possible, the calibration source will have to

be located in the transmitter. Ideally, the calibration signal levels should cover the

entire range that might be encountered. However, an adjustable calibration that ranges

from mV to kV is not likely, so a fixed calibration signal injected just beyond the
attenuator is required. The attenuator calibration must then be accepted and the

setting checked by other means. The calibration signal should be bipolar so that both

positive and negative system response can be examined. A ramp signal to check the
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gain at all signal levels is the best kind of signal. The maximum levels (positive and

negative) of such a ramp signal should extend beyond the linear range of the system into

saturation so the useful range can be determined.

Because the transmitter must be electrically isolated, any command or control

functions must be achieved using another fiber optic link. These f unctions would -

include attenuator setting, turning power ON or OFF, triggering the calibration signal, *
etc. This control link need not be an analo- link because these functions can be readily
implemented digitally. Nor need it be high frequency since it does not have to operatep. on a time scale to reproduce the pulse. Further, all the functions can be performed
between shots when there is ample time.

In the control link, it is the receiver and not the transmitter that is in the test

chamber. As a result, those requirements imposed on the high frequency link

transmitter that come about because of the location must also be met by the control
link receiver. These include internal power (use of the same power source as the

transmitter islikely) and small size.

'4.3.2.2 Radiation Requirenmets. SGEMP testing is done by exposing the test

object to ionizing radiation. Therefore, the fiber optic data link must be capable of
operating through and surviving this environment. This section considers the radiation

levels to which the link will be exposed.

The test facility in which the data link will be used will contain an x-ray source.

The link will be exposed to an ionizing radiation pulse through which it must operate. It *
must also survive the total dose that would be accumulated from exposure to a number

of shots.
The x-ray source considered in this assessment generates two types of output. A

f plasma radiator provides the low energy portion of the spectrum and a bremsstrahlung
source provides the high energy portion of the spectrum. None of the components in the

fiber optic link will be directly exposed to the radiation, and some will be shielded by a
significant amount of shielding. Even the fiber cable, sections of which will not be
shielded by the test object, will be jacketed by enough material to provide some
shielding. Figure 2 shows the dose deposited behind aluminum shielding for various
energy blackbody sources. The shield thicknesses shown are typical of the minimum
that would exist. As can be seen, the dose from the low energy photons (E bb < 3 keV)
rapidly becomes negligible compared to that from the higher energy photons, so the low
energy contribution to the total can generally be Ignored. Even if it cannot be, it is at
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most a correction on the order of a factor_ of two, and uncertainties in machine output •=:
level and shielding thickness are at least this great. at present. Therefore, the . -I

contribution to the total dose from the low energy photons from the exploding wire .
source will be ignored. Charging of the fiber cable by the 'low energy photons is also A
unlikely to be important because (I) the radiation source is photons so they, will not
directly deposit charge, (2) there is no high-Z, low-Z interface to enhance differential i
charging from secondary emission, and (3) there is no nearby metal to serve as a ground
plane for a discharge. Further, the time-between shots- should be-more than sufficient
to allow relaxation of any charge buildup, so cumulative effects should not occur. . I
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Figure 2. Dose deposited by various energy x-ray sources
behind alurninmn s•ielding.
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An estimate of the dose to the link produced by the high-energy portion of the

source must now be determined. For this purpose, the radiation is considered to be

similar to the output of the SPIRE Pulse 6000 x-ray machine. This is taken to be

similar to a blackbody in the range of 10 to 25 keV, depending on charging voltage arnd

details of the anode/cathode geometry. *
The transmitter will be inside a housing and perhaps behind the batteries which

m-ill provide some shielding. In addition, the transmitter may be shielded by parts of the]

test object itself.. The dose per pulse that could strike transmitter components could be

*.as high as 100 rad(Si) depending on the fluence attained. Because the radiation

remaining after this shielding is high energy and quite penetrating, the amount of

shielding that would be required to significantly reduce this dose from this component

would be relatively large.j Estimating the fiber dose is more difficult because some of the cable. will be at

approximately the same location as the transmitter and thus would be shielded by the

-f transmitter and probably the test object, while other portions of the cable may be
directly exposed to the beam but at a distance that is likely to be farther from the

source than the transmitter. Although the source will irradiate a large volume, the

exposure level will certainly decrease with distance, and this will counter the effect of

the lessened shielding. It may even be possible to route the cable so that the entire

length is shielded by the test object. (Other considerations, such as distance involved

and a radiation hardening technique to be mentioned @ubsequently, may require a

tradeoff analysis to determine if this is desirable.) Considering all this, the dose

absorbed by the fibers is estimated for purposes of this assessment as the same

It100 rad(Si) per pulse maximum as was estimated for the transmitter electronics. This
level will certainly exist near the transmitter, and could quite possibly exist at all i
points on the fiber. The exposure room, as cuarrently designed, has a maximum

dimension on the order of 30 meters, which means that at least 15 meters of fiber cable

could be exposed before passing out of the exposure room.
In normal link operation, the receiver would be outside the exposure tank and thus

would not be subject to exposure. Thus, there is no radiation hardening requirement

that need be leveled on the receiver.

The pulse width of most flash x-ray machines is on the order of 50 nsec. Assuming

this and using the 100 rad(Si) per pulse maximum dose gives a maximum dose rate on the

order of 2 x 10 rad(Si)/sec. This and the 100 rad(Si) dose are the maximum

environment levels for a single pulse which must be considered in link evaluation and
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design. The link must operate through these radiation levels with no change in

capabilities, either transiently or permanently.

It is also desirable that the link be usable for multiple pulses without refurbishing.

A reasorable minimum requirement would be survival for 100 of the maximum pulses [or

104 rad(Si)] with a desired goal being perhaps 1000 of the maximum pulses [or105 rad(Si)].

The control link, in particular the receiver and fiber portion, must also survive

these ionization pulse levels. It need not operate through the pulse, but it must be able
to function after the pulse and survive the multiple pulses. Also, it must not produce a

false command as a result of the pulse. The radiation tolerance requirements on the

control link are relatively easily met and will not be considered further in this

assessment.

Consideration is also being given to including a source in the test facility which

would simulate the space electron environment. One component that might be

simulated by thi's source could be relatively high energy (- I meV or higher) electrons at
a steady flux of up 4o 109 e/cm2 -sec. One-MeV electrons would have a range on the

order of 0.5 g/cm and higher energy electrons even more, sc relatively unshielded

components (such as directly exposed fiber cable) could receive significant exposure

while the exposure of well-shielded components (such as the transmitter) would likely be
insignificant. The dose rate of the exposed components could thus be as high as

25 rad(Si)/sec. The link must operate properly while exposed to this dose rate. This

electron source would be used primarily for spacecraft charging experiments. To

achieve the necessary fluence for charging equilibrium to simulate post-burst effects,
about a 30-minute exposure would be required. This means that a total dose of about

45 x 10 rad(Si) could be accumulated by exposed components. It would be desirable that

the link survive several (perhaps 20) of these exposures without refurbishing. Thus, a
total dose requirement goal of 10 rad(Si) exists for exposed components.

The radiation tolerance goals [one pulse: 100 rad(Si)/pulse, 2 x 109 rad(Si)/sec;

multiple pulse total dose: 10 rad(Si); space electron simulation: 10 e/cm -sec or
25 rad(Si)/sec, 5 x 10 rad(Si) per exposure, 10 rad(Si) total dose] may be higher than

will actually be achieved; however, it is potentially possible to achieve them so link
design should strive to meet them.

I
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4.3.3 Currently Available Links

4.3.3.1 SGEMP/EMP Llnks. There are several fiber optic links in existence which

have some application to the high-frequency, ar~alog data link problem. The most

directly applicable are the links built by HDL (Refs 18,23) for SGEMP experiments and

by Lockheed-(Ref 24) which were originally designed for data transmission in EMP tests.

These two links are generally similar, although there are some important differences

between them. Both transmitters employ a GaAlAs laser diode manufactured by Laser

Diode and transmission is over a germania-doped silica graded-index fiber cable

(manufactured by Siecor for the Lockheed link and Corning for the HDL link). The

bandwidths (expected to be 400 MHz for the HDL link, 650 MHz for the Lockheed link)

F-• are adequate for the experimental requirements while the dynamic range (claimed to be-
up to 35 dB in both cases but less in practice, at least for the HDL link) is marginal at

best. The improvement of the dynamic range is one of the major areas of improvement

being addressed in development programs being undertaken by HDL for DNA and

Lockheed for AFWL. Both the speed and dynamic range are controlled by the laser

diode, and the somewhat better operating characteristics of the Lockheed link were

achieved primarily by greater selectivity in diode choice.

Because of the narrow dynamic range, both receivers have remotely controllable

P attenuators in the transmitter. The HDL link has one covering a 0 to 45 dB range which

is not fully adequate, while that of the Lockheed link encompasses a more adequate 0 to

93 dB range. Both are settable in 3 dB steps. Both links were designed so that the

attenuators would not be upset (change setting) by the radiation pulse. A difference

between them is that after the initial command, the HDL link requires continuous power

to retain the attenuator setting while the Lockheed link does not, resulting in a power

savings for the latter. I
The current HDL attenuator design is very susceptible to IEMP effects because of

the cavities it contains. Since radiation tolerance was not considered in the Lockheed

design, it is likely that it also is susceptible to IEMP effects. Since the attenuator is on

the input of the transmitter, transients in it will be very important in determining the

radiation tolerance of the transmitter.

Both transmitter units are self-contained and remotely controlled by a second
ti fiber optic link. Batteries are used to supply the power. The HDL link uses

4 rechargeable NiCd batteries. These batteries have only about a two-hour continuous

operating life, and are also somewhat bulky, taking up about one-third of the

transmitter package. However, they do provide some radiation shielding for the rest of
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the transmitter. The short battery life requires that the batteries be turned off

between shots. The Lockheed link uses lithium batteries which are much smaller while

having about a 40-hour continuous operating life. Therefore, they are left on between

shots which keeps the laser diode biased above threshold and decreases the possibility of

troubles from turn-on transients. The increased lifetime is an inherent property of j
lithium batteries. Their drawback is cost and the fact that they are not rechargeable.

Thus, they must be replaced when they are run down, which adds to the expense.

However, compared to the overall expense of a test, battery expense is likely to be
S~negligible. •

The HDL transmitters have a physical size of 3-1/2 inches by 3-3/4 inches by
8 inches, while the Lockheed link is somewhat smaller because of the smaller batteries.
Both transmitters are larger than is desirable for the application.

Both links have a differential input into the first stage (the attenuator), and then

are single ended thereafter. The HDL link uses a transformer to couple into the

attenuator. Whether the Lockheed link does or does not was not discussed. 4

The HDL receiver uses an avalanche photodiode while the Lockheed link uses a

PIN photodiode. In general, the gain available in an avalanche photodiode allows a

receiver with a higher signal-to-noise ratio to be constructed. This is because the

controlling receiver noise is usually the preamp noise and not the photodiode noise.

Therefore, gain in the photodiode increases the signal-to-noise ratio until the diode

noise becomes comparable to the preamp noise. However, in this application, the laser

diode is biased above threshold so that it operates in its linear region, and thus it is

emitting a background light. The nolse on this light output and also the shot noise that

the light produces in detectors are the controlling noise levels in the link. As a result,

there is no signal-to-noise advantage to an avalanche photodiode in this application.
Another potential advantage of the avalanche photodiode is speed. However, both

PIN and avalanche photodiodes are faster than the laser diode in the transmitter, so this

potential advantage was not realized either.

In both links, calibration signals are injected just beyond the attenuator. These

signals are step functions, with the HDL link signal being unipolar and the Lockheed link

signal being bipolar. Both have only one value of about 10 mV. Thus, neither provides

an attenuator calibration or a calibration of the entire dynamic range of the laser diode,

and the HDL link does not even provide a calibration of negative polarity signals.
Radiation hardening (for ionizing radiation) considered in designing the original

version of the HDL link was not for the original Lockheed link. One of the major steps
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taken by HDL was to choose a radiation hard fiber. Lockheed chose essentially the

same graded-index fiber because of its low loss (allowing sufficient fiber length) and low.

pulse dispersion (retaining high bandwidth with the necessary length). Therefore, the

radiation tolerance of the fiber is the same in both cases. ]
Of the fibers that fall In the radiation-tolerant class, the germania core fibers

chosen are perhaps the most radiation sensitive. A peak transient absorption of about
6 x 10 dB/m-rad(Si) is produced by exposure to ionization (Ref 25). Thus, a pulse on

the order of 0.5 rad(Si) would begin degrading the signal level, where the worst-case

exposure of 100 rad(Si) would produce a degradation of about 10 dB. Thus, the currently

used fibers do not display sufficient hardness for operation in the required pulsed

environment.
The multiple pulse requirement of 10 rad(Si) should be achievable with the ikbers I]

being used because the permanent degradation produced should be no more than a few

dB (Ref 25). Since the degradation produced by any one pulse of 100 rad(Si) or less

should die effectively away to a permanent value in a few minutes, calibration of the

link at each shot should allow the user to correct for these permanent changes.

Another important step taken to harden the HDL link but not considered for the

Lockheed link is the use of a narrowband optical filter between the fiber and the
detector. This eliminates the out-of-band transient luminescence during exposure, and

cuts down this noise source significantly. The maximum luminescence from the fibersI•: will be on the order of 3 /W which would likely degrade the signal-to-noise ratio. There
is some question as to whether this is truly luminescence (Ref 25), or is actually

Cerenkov radiation (Ref 26). If it is Cerenkov in origin, orienting the fibers properly so

as to minimize the launching of the directional Cerenkov light into the fiber could

alleviate this potential problem. Choosing the optimum angle would involve a tradeoff

between the direction where Cerenkov effects were maintained and the direction where
the radiation was minimized. This might result in the choice of a direction where the

test object would not shield the cable.

The steady-state electron flux exposure of the fibers could pose an even more

serious problem than the pulse exposure. Steady-state irradiations (Refs 27,28) of

fibers, including fibers similar to the ones used in the links, have shown that losses that

would begin to affect link operation occur at a total dose of about 100 rad(Si), at least

dose rates between 0.4 rad(Si)/sec and 300 rad(Si)/sec at the single exposure

objective of 5 x to0 rad(Si), a 10 dB degradation woulo result, about one-third of which
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Is permanent. Thus, the currently used fibers do not have sufficient hardness for this

environment either.
No special steps (beyond shielding) were taken to harden the transmitter. Photo-

currents or noise currents could be produced in the attenuator or the first amplifier
Vstage (assuming typical, high-frequency amplifiers) that will be amplified and would be

sufficient to degr ..a link performance at :'0to 10~ rad(Si)/sec. This again is well

Fbelow the requirement. In fact) at the maximum 2 x 10 rad(Si)fsec, it may be possible
to produce sufficient current to burn out the laser diode.-

The ionization pulse will not directly drive the small-volume laser diode enough to
degrade link performance.

The bottom line on link radiation tolerance is that neither the transmitter nor theI
fiber have sufficient radiation hardness to meet the potential requirements. This holds
both for the HMDL link for which hardening has been considered and even more so for the
present version of the Lockheed link for which it has not been considered. It should be

rnoted that both systems are currently undergoing redesign and hardening. The
anticipated results of this are discussed subsequently.

I4.3.3.2 Other Applications. Another area in which high-frequency data transmis-

sion using fiber optics is being considered or used is for diagnostics in laser fusion
facilities. LASL (Ref 3) certainly and Lawrence Livermore Laboratory have built such
links. Thus far, wideband fiber optic links have not been built, so the ones that exist are.-
not directly applicable to SGEMP testing. The reason wideband fiber optics links have
not been built is that this application does not require the complete absence of
electrical cables, just their being of minimum length to minimize electromagnetic
pickup. Thus, the current links bring the data from the exposure area to a location just
outside the target area by hard wire. At this point, the high-frequency analog data is
digitized on a wideband digitizer such as an R7912 where it is stored. After the pulse,
the digital data is transmitted to the data room at a relatively low frequency over a
serial fiber optic link. Thus, the fiber optic link need be neither high frequency nor
analog, which is why it is not directly applicable to SGEMP test needs. However, the
bandwidth of the overall system is more than adequate for SGEMP link needs, so that, if
the means to meet all of the other SGEM4P requirements could be found, the technique
of digitizing the data and then transmitting it could be used. The primary need would
be a high-speed digitizer and memory which is sufficiently radiation tolerant to allow it

to be located in the test object and thus subjected to the radiation environment.
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As the laser fusion fiber optic links are not directly exposed to ionizing radiation, . .

no hardeniný techniques have been considered which can be applied to the SGEMP link

problem. Fiber optic links for laser fusion diagnostics which have no hardwire link

input, and thus where the transmitter is in the laser fusion exposure room, are being -•

considered .at least by Lawrence Livermore, but none apparently have been built or I
tested yet. If such links are successfully built, they would likely meet more stringent 1

requirements (at least in the case of the planned NOVA facility at L3) than are imposed

by SGEMP tests, and thus would be directly usable in SGEMP tests. Therefore, progress I
in the area should be monitored. LASL has built high-frequency, analog fiber optic links
for underground nuclear test diagnostics (Ref 29), These links use scintillators as the

sensor. The radiation-induced light is coupled directly into the fiber, so problems with a

laser diode transmitter are not encountered. The system bandwidth is primarily limited

by the scintillator response time, although fiber dispersion in relatively long systems

(>100 meters) also has an effect. The feature of these links that is directly applicable

to SGEMP links stems from the fact that the fibers exposed to an ionizing radiation

environment that is more severe than the SGEMP pulsed environment. Thus, the fiber

selection criteria had to include radiation tolerance. The two types of fiber that they

use are (1) a graded-index fiber (for long transmission length), and (2) a polymer-clad

silica (PCS) fiber (for radiation tolerance). The graded-index fiber is probably similar to

the fibers used in the HDL and Lockheed links and thus would have a similar radiation

vulnerability. The PCS fiber is the most radiation resistant fiber currently produced. In

an SGEMP data link using the fiber, it would require 10 rad(Si) or more in a pulse before

the signal would change I percent. Therefore, these fibers are much closer to achieving

the desired hardness than are the germania-doped fibers currently used in the HDL or

Lockheed links, and the shielding that may be required is more feasible. Further, a

single fiber of this type could be used successfully because it has a larger diameter.

The Cerenkov radiation (or luminescence) from this single PCS fiber would be about the

same as that from the seven-strand germania-doped fiber used in the HDL link. Thus,

the potential vulnerability would remain within reason. The penalty paid for using PCS

fiber is the length limitation imposed by the pulse dispersion of this step-index fiber.

Relatively wideband data links have been built using LEDs in the trathsmitters

(Refs 30-32). The high-frequency limit of these links is in the 100 to 200 MHz range. In

digital applications, rates as high as 500 Mb/s have been achieved because only the

presence of signal and not faithful reproduction of the input is required. Hitachi at

least makes 150 MHz LEDs (trading off optical output for speed), but link bandwidths
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above 100 MHz are generally achieved by a speed-up network or compensation in the
drive circuitry. The highest currently achievable bandwidths are borderline for SGEMP
test use, although they may be adequate for diagnostics. Since the speed of these LED-
based links is approaching the minimum required for SXTF use, advances in LED
technology could push these systems Into a useful region. This would allow some of the
advantages of LEDs to be incorporated Into the link.

One of the major problem areas where LEDs might pi'ovide an advantage is a
greater linear range for the links. Although LEDs have a greater linear range as a -
device than laser diodes, this cannot be directly transferred Into added link range in the
application where bipolar operation is required. To achieve this with unipoler sources
such as LEDs and laser diodes, the devices must be biased to the middle of their

operating range. The noise In the link, which sets the minimum detectable, is set by
this dc light level. Either the noise in the light source itself or the shot noise that the
light produces in the detector controls the noise. The maximum signal achievable wouldr be equal to tke dc level, and this occurs only if the minimum signal in the linear range is
negligible. Assuming that detector shot noise dominates the light source noise, the
minimum signal is negligible, with amplifier current assumed to be 3 x 10-7 amps[ (Ref 34), and the minimum detectable signal is at a signal-to-noise ratio of 1.0, the

current quoted link linear range of about 40 dB could be achieved with as little as 60 M1W
of power on the detector. It is actually possible to achieve a power level on the

detector where a range approaching 60 dB is predicted. This is not achieved in the laser
diode links probably because the light output f romn the laser is itself noisy and
significantly increases the minimum detectable signal. It is here that LEDs may provide

an advantage; LEDs are more stable than laser diodes, and this could well produce aI

lower noise and wider linear range.
Other LED advantages are long-term stability, temperature stability, lower dc

bias power requirement, and higher yield of acceptable devices. These advantages
would result in a transmitter that is simpler, easier to use, r',,-re reliable, and smaller.

None of the currently available fiber optic links devw iped for any of these other

applications are directly applicable to SGEMP testing needs. However, some of the.
technology employed can be applied, and future developments could make the links
more desirable.
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4.1.4 Anticipated Improvements

4.3..l .Improvments That are Beinu or Could be Implemented Now. Both HDL

and Lockheed are currently addressing improving their links. One of the major problems

that HDL is attempting to solve is dynamic range. The primary effort has been to find

a laser diode with improved properties, and the candidate at present is one made by

Nippon Electric. As well as providing Increased dynamic range, it is hoped that the new

diode will provide increased bandwidth, greater stability, and greater yield of useful

devices. Yield is important because adequate performance of the current links depends

on selection of devices with much better than average performance for the types

employed. Improved radiation tolerance is being addressed by attempting to repackage

the transmitter i- a smaller package (fill the voids) so it is less susceptible to IEMP

effects and replacing the IEMP sensitive attenuator with one that is less vulnerable.

These changes will make the transmitter less vulnerable than it currently is, but they

will not affect the vulnerability of the amplifiers to pulse transients, so the transmitter

will still not have sufficient radiation tolerance to meet the requirements. Further,

although the size decrease is a step toward the small-size goal, it is not likely to result

in transmitters that actually achieve the goal.

HDL is planning to use the same type cable, but this does not necessarily mean

that the radiation vulnerability will remain the same. The current Siecor (Coming)

graded-index fibers are doped with both germanium and phosphorus. These newer fibers

have been iound to have about an order of magnitude less vulnerable to pulse transients
A

(Refs 26-28), making them nearly as hard as the best PCS fibers. Measurable effects on

link performance would begin at about 5 rad(Si) and would be about 3 dB at the

maximum dose of 100 rad(Si). Thus, simply replacing the fibers with the newer ones of I
the same type would improve the link radiation tolerance, although sufficient hardness
for the application would not exist.

One other improvement that HDL is working on is a lower power requirement in

the data link transmitters and the control link receiver. This would translate primarily

into longer battery life.

Lockheed's Improvement efforts are aimed at addressing radiation tolerance of

the link. They are working on repackaging the existing transmitter into a smaller and

less IEMP vulnerable package. Again, this is not likely to fully achieve the small-size

goal. Shielding to improve ionizing radiation hardness is also being considered. It is

likely that the improved Lockheed link will be very similar to the improved HDL link.
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To determine what can be accomplished with current technology, one can combine

the desired properties of the various current links into one link. The transmitter from

the Lockheed link, with Its dynamic range, high-frequency capability and long-lived

batteries, could be combined with the PCS fibers used In the LASL underground test

link, with their radiation tolerance. Adding the shielding (such as us-,d in the HDL link)

would give the best combination from already tested units. There would still be

problems with dynamic range and size in the transmitter radiation tolerance in the

transmitter and fiber cable (even with PCS fibers)p and the step-index PCS fibers would

- . limit- the length that a high-frequency link could be used because of mode dispersion.

Changing to the Ge- and P-doped graded-index fibers would allow longer length links

with nearly the hardness of PCS systems to be developed. However, this would solve

only one of the problems and leave size, dynamic range, and radiation tolerance insuf-

ficient for the application. These areas, as well as a bipolar ramp calibration signal,

would still need improvement.

4.3.4.2 Future Advances in Technology. Maeda et al. of Hitachi have reported

(Ref 35) measurements of the performance of a buried heterostructure laser that has

shown a flat frequency response out to 1300 MHz and which is claimed to be flat to

2000 MHz. The threshold current of this device is quite low (21 mA), which would result

in significant power savings. The linearity of the laser was not discussed in the paper,
but it did have very low second-order harmonic generation (-52 dB) even with a

modulation index of 0.4. Thus, it potentially has a good linear dynamic range. If its

dynamic range is sufficient, it certainly is a component to be considered for a high-

frequency data link because of the additional speed it possesses over the currently used

components. Whether this laser would be better than the new Nippon laser being used

by HDL or not remains a question for testing to show.
Since the modulated light source presents one of the major problem areas in the

SGEMP link, one means of alleviating the problem would bh to use a dc source and

another transducer. One promising candidate that is currently being dev.,.'ped is a GaP
acousto-optic modulator. Devices have been reported (Ref 36) w th a measured

risetime of 3 nsec, and this was thought to be measurement electronics limite.d and that

the device had actually about a I nsec risetime. Another type of device that might be

applicable is the Fabry-Perot resonator (Ref 37). Devices with switching times on the

order of I nsec have been reported. These devices can be used as linear amplifiers as

well as for digital applications. In both of these cases, the speed of the devices is
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adequate for use in SGEMP data links. These are new devices, and their linearity as

well as other properties has not been addressed. However, the area will bear watching

because use of these devices may avoid many of the problems presented by laser diodes.

One of the major problems with the existing links is dynamic range, so this is an

important area to address. This is not only true because of the desire for better signal
reproduction, but also indirectly for radiation tolerance. the light source (or

whatever transducer) has a larger dynamic range, less attenuation and amplification will
be required in front of it. Th' could well mean smaller or few components, which

I would result in less ionization-induced noise. Recently, several techniques for

linearizing transmitters for analog fiber optic systems have been identified (Ref 38).4'
4| These were complementary distortion, negative feedback, phase shift modulation, feed4 forward, and quasi-feed forward compensation. These involved electronic compensation

of known distortion or monitoring the light output of either the same or another

+ical source and compensating for nonlinearities either with the source drive

.t or adding light from a second source. Achievement of 40 dB improvement has

.znfound using these techniques. The applicability of these techniques to the high

frequency links under considera ion should be examined because they promise the

potential of grettly improved link capability.

Since LEDs have potentially a greater linear range than laser diode, in

appiications where this is important, it may be better to use LED systems and give up

some bandwidth. As LED technology advances, faster devices more applicable to the

4 needs of SGEMP dLta links may be produced, and these could be incorporated. Further,

analytical prediction (Ref 32) says that a L.`D transmitter bandwidth of 700 MHz can be

achieved using a speed-up network and resonant peaking (the complementary distortion
A• techniques for linearization mentioned previously). Although this has not been achieved

in practice, improved circuit design and/or possible application of other linearization

techniques could improve the LED frequency response enough that it will be sufficient

for SGEMP link use. Thus, it may be possible to take advantage of greater LED while

paying little or no significant bandwidth penalty.

4.3.3.4 Areas That Must be Addressed. The dynamic range of the input trans-

ducer (currently a light source) is one area where major improvement is needed.

Perhaps some of the new laser diodes, or perhaps one of the developing electro-optical

components, will be adequate. However, none are demonstrably so now, and thus this is

an area to address.
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Another area that will have to be addressed and improvements made is the

transient response of the transmitter to the ionization pulse. Shielding could be used to
lower the dose rate to which the transmitter would be exposed. However, the photons

involved are high energy, so the shielding required may be too much considering the

minimum size requirement. (To achieve a two-order-of-magnitude reduction that may

be needed, a thickness of about four inches of lead would be required because of the

penetrating ability of the higher energy portion of the x-ray spectrum.) Therefore,
design changes should certainly be considered. One technique would be to balance each
amplifier or oth-- photocurrent source with a reverse-biased diode so that photocurrent

cancellation occurs. The tolerances required would be quite tight, especially at the

first amplification stage where even a 0.1 percent mismatch may be too great. Added

linearity, which would lower the required amplification, would ease this tolerance
requirement. A second technique would be to actually switch amplifiers out of the

circuit rather than using an attenuator to achieve the desired dynamic range. At the

higher dose rates, all amplifiers would probably have to be completely removed from
the circuit because even the unamplified photocurrents could be too large. This is

potentially feasible because the test object signals available at these high dose rates are

likely to be large enough to drive the laser directly. The difficulty with this technique

is implementing the switching functions, without degrading the performance of the

amplifiers (for example by introducing instabilities). In fact, if the input signals are

sufficiently large, and of predictable magnitude, it may be possible to eliminate the

amplifiers entirely. A system of this type is going to be used on the SGEMP experiment

in the Diablo Hawk UGT. It is claimed that this system, based on the Lockheed design,
9performed satisfactorily at dose rates above 10 rads(Si)/sec. Although these

techniques would be difficult to successfully implement, one of them, or some other
technique, will likely be required if the transmitter is to be usable at the required dose

rate.
The radiation tolerance of the fibers is another area in which improvement is

necessary. Sufficient prompt pulse hardness does not exist in any currently available

cable, although some come close. Future fiber cable advances may achieve the

necessary improvement. One interesting approach is prior irradiation of the cables. It
has been found (Ref 39) that the radiation response of some fibers is significantly

decreased by prior exposure to radiation to levels for which no permanent degradation

has been observed. It thus may be possible to produce harder cables by exposing them

to radiation before they are used in a link. This is definitely an area in which research
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is needed. The achievement of fibers that are harder to prompt-pulse effects is

desirable over the alternative of shielding because the amount of shielding required to

decrease the higher energy portion of the x-ray radiation to an acceptable level could

*be as much as the equivalent of one inch of lead. This would be difficult to accomplish

using a dielectric material which would be required for isolation and lack of E-M field

r Ak.distortion achieved by using fiber optics.
The tolerance of the fibers to the simulated trapped electron (p-I MeV) steady-

state flux is nowhere near what is required. It is unlikely that improved fibers will be

able to achieve .the necessary tolerance. Therefore, shielding of the fibers will be
necessary. Shielding for the electrons is more possible than the x-rays because theI
range of the electrons is much less than that of the higher energy portion of the x-ray

spectrum. It would be possible to achieve sufficient shielding by routing the fibers so

they are always shadowed by the test object, or by placing them in a cable with about
21.0 g/cm or so shielding. This shielding would also help alleviate the effects of the

V prompt pulse. The shielding would have to be dielectric in nature so as to retain the
advantage of the nonmetallic fiber optic cable. J

Another area in which development is needed is in improving the calibration signal

so that the gain of a link over the entire range and not just at one point can be

determined.
The conclusion of all this is that there is still development required before a high-

frequency fiber optic link can meet all of the requirements imposed on an EM!'! SGEMP
data link. The primary areas requiring improvement are transmitter and fiber cable

radiation hardness and linear dynamic range. Bandwidth of the transmitter is also a

consideration, although more than adequate behavior in this area is currently

achievable. It may be, however, that some sacrificing of bandwidth (by using LEDs)

may result in achieving the desired properties in the other two areas. There are several

achieving all the goals, and these should be pursued.
Thus, while links built using current state-of-the-art may not be capable of

achieving the desired goals, they are close. Even without completely meeting all the
goals, fiber optic links driven by laser diodes (or possibly LEDs) are still the preferred

choice because of the dielectric isolation they offer. Further advancements projected

for the near future indicate the possibility of satisfactorily meeting all the goals.



4.4 DATA RECORDING AND DIGITIZATION

4.4.1 Data Recording in SXTF

A large amount of data must be collected and processed during the operation of

the facility. In order to make this data available to operators and users in a meaningful

format and in a timely fashion digitization is mandated. To what degree and how data

L will be displayed should be determined as part of the initial conceptual design which

identifies the data to be measured, its type, and importance. This information will -
impact the degree to which data and control functions are standardized and

computerized. In this exercise, consideration should be given to cost per channel,

advantage in improving facility operation, system compatibility, needed softwear

development, and standardization.]
In Section 3 of this report several types of data were identified. These include

status data such as switch settings (on-off) or valve positions (open-closeo, which -e

essentially binary; low frequency (<100 Hz) analog data such as vacuum pressures or

temperatures in which the value of a slowly changing parameter is recorded; analog

data of moderate frequency, from 100 Hz to a few kHz, typified by thermocouple and

thermistor waveforms and much AGE data; higher frequency data (up to 20 MHz or so)

associated with the pulse power source diagnosis in the stages prior to the diode; the

output of the PRS and MBS has frequency components of up to 100 MHz; finally, at the

highest frequency is SGEMP data with components up to several hundred MHz. This

section discusses the availability of digitizing units for each of these frequency ranges.

In the low frequency range (dc to a few kHz), several of the IC manufacturers

such as Analog Devices, National Semiconductor, Texas Instruments, and Motorola offer I
complete data multiplexing systems either on a chip or a card that are microcomputer

compatible. These systems represent the lowest cost digitization schemes available and

definitely should be considered as a possible solution to the low frequency digitization

requirement.

In the frequency range up to a few megahertz, several commercial units are

available. Some of these have been described in Reference 9.

A problem of more concern for SXTF instrumentation design is whether

satisfactory transient data recorders (TDR) in the frequency range of ten to several

hundred megahertz will be available at reasonable cost. As a minimum, one can

envision a need for 75 to 100 channels with a digitizing capability of 100 MHz or more.

If the need for time resolved diagnostics for each of the MBS modules should arise, then
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a linear scaling of current diagnostic instrumentation practice would imply a

requirement for ,-103 of these units. At presentthere are only two commercially

available transient digitizers with bandwidths of 100 MHz or more. The Biomation

model 6500 is marginally useful, having a bandwidth of 100 MHz and costs $12K each.
The Tektronix. R7912 is satisfactory in regard to bandwidth but its price is -$20K each. 4

Thus, the cost of providing such capability on a very large scale would appear

prohibitive. Unless the present cost of high frequency digitizers could be reduced by a

factor of five or more, a key item for instrumentation development will be to acquire
the ability to.diagnose the MBS array using integral or peak detection techniques. j

However, the actual diagnostic scheme chosen will undoubtedly depend in part on the

availability of low cost, high frequency transient digitizers. Therefore, monitoring the
state of the art in this area is being carried out by IRT in its role as an instrumentation

support staff.

The brief summary of available transient digitizers presented in Reference 9

makes it clear that there is no presently available commercial units which would permit

the digitization of large numbers of high frequency data at a reasonable cost, say I to
2K per channel. Current costs are an order of magnitude higher.

In the course of our facility visits, however, we have founw that therc is a great

deal of technology development going on in the area of high frequency transient data

recording by the fusion, weapons diagnostics, and nuclear physics communities which

also have a requirement for recording many channels of high frequency data (Ref 40).

Our initial finding is that lower cost digitizers based on solid-state devices, primarily .

CCD arrays, may become available in the next few years which could be used to

advantage in the SXTF facility. We will discuss these trends briefly.

4.4.2 Digitization Techniques

Several techniques have been considered for fast transient digitization, some of A

which have reached commercial realization. These are (1) parallel conversion, (2) scan

conver'ion, and (3) time expansion. They will be discussed briefly.

Thie general principle of analog-to-digital conversion is shown in Figure 3. The

anaiog signal is filtered before sampling to eliminate noise components which may

contribute to spurious digitization. The amplitude of the signal during a time window

narrow compared to the pulsewidth is sampled and held. This voltage is digitized

through an ADC and stored in a digital memory. As a rule of thumb, digitizing a signal
with significant amplitude changes in a time At requires a sampling rate of '-5/At.
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For example, to digitize a 100 MHz signal, i.e., one with a rise time of -3.5 nsec,

requires a sampling rate of '-500 MHz. A principal problem in the digitization-of high

frequency signals is obtaining an ADC capable of operating at these rates with

sufficient accuracy. A second problem is the requirement for storing digitized data at

the same rate.

ANAL PRE F ILTE R AND DIGITLTOAND

INI HOLDCONVERTER :

CLOCK

AND •

GATINGRT-16929CIRCUITS

Figure 3. Classical analog-to-digital conversion system. J

One means of eliminating the need for a high frequency ADC is the parallel 1
converter technique. A typical circuit based on this process is shown in Figure 4. The

ADC is replaced by a set of fast settling analog comparators whose sampling rate is
n n-I

clock controlled. If one wants an accuracy of I part in 2 , one needs 2 comparators.

For a given analog input voltage all comparators below input level turn on while all

comparators above it are off. The digitization process occurs in the switching time of a

single comparator. The output of the comparators is presented in a form which requires

encoding into binary form. There is no need for a sample-and-hold unit. The digitized

data must still be stored at relatively high rates which requires a high speed memory.

Prototype units of this type with a sampling rmte of 200 MHz have been built. However,

they are still relatively expensive (cost compar.. le to that of a Tektronix R7912) and a
custom item. More representative of the state of the commercial art is a TRW device

"Ii
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which has a 30 MHz digitizing rate with 8-bit accuracy. It costs about $500 each in lots

of one hundred. This price does not include the cost of input, output, and memory

circuitry which doubles the cost per channel. On the other hand, the price for such

units is expected to drop as more of them are manufactured. There is a good possibility

that a relatively low-cost chip (a few hundred dollars each) with a moderately high

signal bandwidth of -20 MHz or so may be available. Such a unit would be useful for

pulsed-power diagnoses, i.e., for monitor•ig pulse shapes in components before the diode 4
REFERENCEFi

3R/2 INPUT

2n_I
COMPARATORS
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R

R
----- 0 B I NARY

OUTPUT
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R I
aA

R/2
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Figure. 4. Parallel type A/D converter.
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A second type of ADC is the scan converter. In such a device analog data is

written onto a two-dimensional array which stores the signal as amplitude versus time.
The array is subsequently read out at a slower rate and digitized. The prime example of

a device of this type is the Tektronix R7912; however, a digitized scope photo would

L also be another example. The scan ADC currently offers the widest bandwidth

capability as scopes are available which have single shot capabilities of up to 5 GHz and

sensitivities of 1/2 volt per centimeter. Conversations with people involved in laser
fusion and weapons diagnostics at LASL and 03 indicate that work is going on to recotcd

the output of these fast scopes on a solid-state- device such as a CCD. array, eitrier

directly or by first intensifying the CRT light output in an image intensifier. While

these units are satisfactory in regard to bandwidth and dynamic range, they are

expensive (20K for a Tektronix R7912 and over 50K for the 5 Gl-lz scope). It is not
likely that their cost will be reduced even by an order of magnitude because of the cost
of the electron gun system. In addition, operation of large numbers of these units

where the digitization of high frequency data is mandatory, i.e., SGEMP data, they are
presently the device of choice, although costly.

The most promising technique for high frequency transient data digitization is the

time expansion method. A block diagram for a TDR unit based on this scheme as taken
from Reference 41 is shown in Figure 5. The essential aspect of devices built on this
principle is that sampled analog data is stored in a set of peristaltic charge coupled

device analog shift registers operating in a fast input/slow output mode. Use of CCD
arrays permits the rapid storage Wi many individual voltage samples which may be read
out and digitized at slower rates. Thus one eliminates the requirements both for a fast
ADC and the need for correspondingly fast digital data storage. Individual CCD devices

having a capability of storing sample data at a rate of 100 MHz or more are available.I

In practice, several parallel CCD registers are used with a multiphased clock in order to
obtain the required sampling speed arnd number of sample channels. Each CCD register

is gated by a different phase of the clock. At the end of the sampling period analog
samples are read out of the CCD array at a lower rate, multiplexed, digitized, and
stored. Because the conversion is relatively slow, one can employ standard and
relatively inexpensive ADC's and solid-state IC memories.
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4.4.3 State of the Art

Typical of the state of the art in CCD-based transient recorders is that which has

been built by Gard, Incorporated for Sandia Laboratories. This unit is built with eight

parallel 128-bucket CCD chips driven by an eight-phase clock. It has a capability of

sampling at rates of between 2.5 and 500 MHz giving the unit a bandwidth of approxi-

mately 100 MHz with a 6-bit accuracy and a 1024 sample capability. A similar unit has

been built by L3 which has a 200 MHz sampling rate and a 128 point sampling capability

(Ref 412). Both units employ custom CCD's. The characteristics of the Gard digitizer

make it adequate for pulsed power diagnostics. However, this is still a developmental

device as is that of L3 and relatively expensive ($10K for the Gard unit). In addition,

work is progressing on digitizers which can operate at sampling rates of I GHz and up

(Ref 43). The effective signal bandwidth of such a system is about 200 MHz. Such a

unit would be marginally useful for recording SGEMP data. When developed, they

should be significantly cheaper than the Tektronix R7912's.

The digitizing accuracy in these units Ls limited by the fixed pattern noise

(relative difference in output of the individual CCD units). This can be minimized by

prematching individual CCD's or by circuit compensation to balance the output of each

of the individual CCD's. However, by careful circuit design it has been possible to build

f: units with 2 percent resolution and 2 percent accuracy at a 500 MHz sampling rate. It
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is to be noted that by choice of sampling technique both the Gard and L3 units operate

without sample-and-hold circuits.

An increase in the bandwidth capabilities of CCD-based digitizers will depend
upon the development of CCD and control circuit technology. In principle the Gard unit

is capable of operating at sampling rates up to 800 MHz corresponding to a bandwidth I
which approaches 150 MHz, while the individual L CCD chips can sample at rates of

250 MHz. The speed of such a system depends on the lock rate. If the bandwidth of

the L. unit can be increased by a factor of two then it wo'id become an attractive

replacement for the R7912's as it is likely to be a factor of two or so cheaper. It is not

unlikely that multi-hundred megahertz bandwidth CCD-based transient digitizers will

become available in the near future as this field of instrumentation is actively under

development, not only by the National Laboratories but also by several commercial
instrumentation manufacturers. It is to be expected that as CCD technology matures
and the demand for CCD-based instrumentation increases, then the price of such units

should decrease. The cost of any digitizer based on Government-funded technology will

be lower to other government users if compared to that for commercial units because
the front-end developmental costs will not be passed on. In addition it may be possible
to build a dedicated transient digitizing unit with limited capabilities, i.e., with fixed

period of digitization, a minimum number of points digitized, and single digitization
rate, and limited amplitude capabilities at a significantly lower price than a more

flexible unit.

In summary there is no transient digitization unit other than the 7912 which is
currently available and in production which has the capability of digitizing data with
bandwidths in excess of 100 MHz. However, the field is under active development such
that the possibility of a CCD-based unit with satisfactory bandwidth and significantly
lower cost may very well become available in time for its incorporation into the SXTF

facility. Therefore it is recommended that a more careful survey be made of the state
of transient digitization technology and that advances in the state of the art be

monitored by the instrumentation staff. It may be advantageous for DNA to support the

CCD waveform digitization field to ensure that a cheaper alternative to the R7912

becomes available.
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5. SPACECRAFT CHARGING

3.1 PARTICLE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION IN SXTF

In the past several years, the phenomenor spacecraft charging has been

actively studied. Satellites placed in geosynchrorti- orbits are subject to a natural

particle radiation environment (as well as that associated with a nuclear detonation)

that may cause spacecraft structures to become differentially charged. Such charging

can generate sufficiently high potentials to cause dielectric breakdown leading to

satellite damage, malfunction or, in extreme cases, possibly to failure. While the

environment has not been determined in detail it is believed to have three components:

1. A low energy hydrogen ion plasma which during magnetic substorms can

attain an effective temperature of 10 to 20 keV.

2. The natural trapped electron belt containing electrons w, h energies up to

several MeV.

3. The artificial trapped electron belt created consequent to an exoatmospheric
nuclear explosion. This component also is composed of relatively high energy

fission electrons with energies comparable to or larger than that in (2). In

addition, the peak flux may be several orders of magnitude higher.

In many respects, the stress placed on a satellite as a consequence of electrostatic .1
discharges is similar to that created by other energizing radiation. External discharges
can produce large currents and fields that can couple into cabling and the interior of the

spacecraft if proper filtering and shielding are not supplied. The high energy component

can penetrate the relatively thin skins of satellites, imbedding charge in cable

dielectric, which may subsequently discharge, or directly in electronics, which can

suffer dose rate or total dose degradation. The hardening techniques incorporated for

SGEMP and TREE protection, namely electromagnetic and radiation shielding and

filtering are also effective against the electromagnetic consequences of electrostatic

discharges. On the other hand, the material degradation produced by the ESD has no

direct SGEMP analogy. The two phenomena have been compared in Refe,-ences 44,45.
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There are at least three reasons why a particle simulation of spacecraft charging

phenomenon may be Included in SXTF. First, since the phenomenon has been recognized

as a possible threat to spacecraft survivability, current spacecraft expected to

encounter such a charged particle environment are being hardened against its effects.

It is likely that SAMSO will issue a Mil Standard for hardening military spacecraft

against the consequences of ESD. In that case it would be desirable to develop a sur-

vivability proof test to validate ESD design practice in a manner similar to that for

SGEMP. The SXTF would provide an ideal environment for carrying out spacecraft

charging system survivability tests. The second reason is that some evidence existu that

SGEMP response may be different in some respects for a charged satellite than for an

uncharged satellite. For example, some experiments were performed as part of the

SKYNET program in which the SKYNET qual model was precharged and then exposed to

OWL-I1 photons. It appeared that some elements of the SGEMP response were enhanced

(for exposure at the fluences attainable at OWL-Il) when the spacecraft was precharged.

Thus, a realistic simulation of the threat might include precharging. A third reason is

that it may be desirable to test geosynchronous satellites for survivability against high

mnergy particle environments. As pointed out above, the high energy component of the

particle radiation field may cause volume charges or material degradation in spacecraft

cabiing and electronics.

Therefore, the addition of a charged particle environment simulation capability to

the SXTF may be very desirable. Such a capability would presumably consist of a

number of electron and ion guns and a solar simulator arranged to irradiate the test

satellite with particles of flux and energy spectrum representative of environments

likely to be encountered during space missions. The main purpose for providing a charge

particle environment in SXTF is to enable performance of photon tests on satellites that

have been precharged in a realistic manner. The facility could also, of course, be used

to test for survivability against spacecraft charging phenomena alone with the qual

model spacecraft.

Several issues arise in a consideration of the requirements for such a capability in

SXTF:

1. Specific particle environment characteristics to be simulated

2. Availability of appropriate particle sources

3. Compatibility with primary functions of SXTF and impact on the facility

4. Cost options 7-11
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In the following, these issues are addressed in a general manner for the purpose of

establishing a basis for future detailed Investigations, which would lead to hardware

design and development.

5.2 SATELLITE ENVIRONMENT

5.2.1 Natural

The charged particle environment to which a spacecraft is subjected during a

mission is not only complex, but also highly variable with time and location. To the
present time, most investigations of spacecraft charging phenomena have been con-
cerned with the effects of low-energy substorm plasma electrons. A joint NASA/

SAMSO program has been established to investigate such effects (Ref 46). Differential

charging and subsequent breakdown have been attributed to these electrons, of energies

2 to 25 keV. Effects of such electrons have been simulated in laboratory materials

studies with monoenergetic electron beams operated at current levels representative of

fluxes observed on the geosynchronous satellites ATS-5 and ATS-6. Under DNA

sponsorship, one system test on the SKYNET qual model has also been conducted in a

vacuum tank at Physics International.

Geomagnetic substorms occur approximately 30 percent of the time, with rapid

variations in electron energy spectra and flux levels. From the (sketchy) data available,

it appears thit the natural substorm environment can be simulated by irradiation of a

satellite with up to 10 nA/cm2 of electrons having a spectrum of energies from

2 to 30 keV. The necessity for including a simultaneous simulation of the rest of the

environment (protons, UV) is not clear at the present time, although UV radiation is
known to be of importance. The question of the best actual shape of the energy

spectrum also deserves detailed study. It is not presently clear whether or not a mono-

energetic beam of appropriate energy would provide a valid simulation. The flux figure
of 10 nA/cm2 represents a conservative estimate of the maximum expected in the

natural environment, based upon presently available data.

In addition to the low-energy substorm environment, satellites are subjected to a

low (up to -5 x 10-12 A/cm2) flux of high energy (0.05 to 4 MeV) electrons. While not

investigated to any detail in SCATHA, ionization effects produced by high energy

electrons have been considered by agencies such as DNA and NASA. High energy

electrons have the ability to penetrate into the volume of dielectrics and even into

interior components of the spacecraft. Volume charges can create a different class of
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problems and required remedies from that considered previously in spacecraft charging

investigations. Given present knowledge, It would thus appear advisable to include a
simulation capabiltiy for the high energy environment in SXTFt if such a capability Is

practical.

Although the positive ion fluxes encountered in the spacecraft environment are

normally about a factor of 30 or so less than electron fluxes, ions may contribute to

sp-acecraft charging phenomena. Both H+ and O0 have been observed at geosynchronous
altitudes, often with comparable intensities, Since secondary electron emission coef-

ficients for positive ions are rather large, especially for ion energies above a few keVp
the ion current to the satellite is, in effect, magnified. If the satellite is negatively,

charged, the ions will be accelerated as they approach the sateilite, so that even ions
with low initial energy can impact with sufficient energy for high secondary coeffi-

cients. (Present data suggests that the average ion energy is about twice the average
electron energy.) Penetration of ions into spacecraft surfaces is less than for electrons,
so that dipole layers can be formed in insulators, possibly contributing to discharges. In

fact, one mechanism postulates that the major contributor to production of replacement
currents is the collapse of a surface dipole layer and subsequent emission of particles

away from the spacecraft surface (Refs 47,48). In addition, the ion flux is often highly

anisotropic, allowing the possibility of differential charging (Ref 49). Since there is
increasing evidence of anisotropies in the distribution of electron fluxes as well as ion

fluxes, especially along magnetic field lines, a simulation facility should possibly have
the capability of directing more intense flux along certain directions than others.

A strong role is undoubtedly played in spacecraft charging phenomena by incident

UV radiation. Surfaces exposed to UV will tend to remain at ambient plasma potential,
whereas shadowed surfaces may be charged to high potentials by particle bombardment.

For proper simulation of the effects of the particle environment in SXTF, simultaneous

ilklmuniation of the satellite with a solar simulator may be necessary.
There is little experii,.ental data available either from satellite experiments or

from ground testing on the effect of a distributed electron spectrum or of ions in
producing disnharges. Hopefully, more information will be available on what constitutes

an adequate simdation of the natural component of space environment charging at the

end of the SCATHA program in mid-1981.

9
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5.2.2 Artificial

High-altitude nuclear detonations result in enhanced electron flux at geosyn-

chronous altitudes. Some work (e.g., P.ef 50) has indicated that the low-energy plasma

electron flux at geosynchronous orbit may reach 2 x 10-6 A/cm2 for times on the order

of seconds following a nuclear burst. In addition, the mean energy and flux of the high

energy electrons are enhanced. The resulting spacecraft charging can be very severe,

involving potentials of tens of kilovolts. Above-normal flux levels may persist for long
E. ~times."

The charged particle environment that presently appears to be of importance to

spacecraft charging is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Charged Particle Space Environment of
Importance to Spacecraft Charging

Maximum Incident

Particles Energy Flux (A/cm 2 )

Natural low-energy 2 - 30 keV 10-8
plasma substorm electrons

Natural high-energy 0.05 -4 MeV 5 x 10-12

electrons

Natural positive ions 2 - 50 keV 2 x 10

Artifical low-energy 2 - 30 keV 2 x 10-6
plasma electrons

Artificial low-energy 2 - 50 keV 4 x 10-8
positive ions

Artificial high-energy 0.1 - 5 MeV 5 x 10-10
electrons

iJ
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5.3 PARTICLE SOURCES

In order to provide a natural particle environment simulation capability in SXTF,

sources for some or all of the following are required:

Electrons, 2 to 30 keV, > 10-8 A/cm2

Positive ions (H+, 0+)o 2 to 50 keV, > 2 x 110 A/cm2

4-12 2
Electrons, 0.05 to 4 MeV, > 5 x 10 A/cm

If simulation is desired for the environment created by a nuclear burst, then the total J
current figures for electrons must be multiplied by a factor of approximately two hun-

dred. Reasonably uniform flux over divergence angles of up to 20 may be required for

sources placed near the wall of the SXTF vacuum tank. Some candidate sources are

discussed below.

5.3.1 Conventional Hot-Cathode Sources

Simple, single-lens electron guns can be designed that will produce 2 to 30 keV
monoenergetic beams of the proper divergence for a particular application. An example

is provided by the electron source constructed for the Phase V SKYNET phuton tests I-A

(November 1977). That device (Ref 51) produced electrons of up to 25 keV energy with
currents up to 10 nA/cm on target. A beam uniformity of ±20 percent over a 2.25 2

target area was achieved with a source to target distance of 2 m, and the divergence

was relatively independent of beam energy. A source of this type can be designed for

any fixed divergence and can produce any desired effective energy spectrum by use of

programmed voltage sweep capabilities. (Such a source is being incorporated in the

NASA Lewis Spacecraft Charging Test Facility. That electron gun will be rastered in
energy at a rate of about I Hiz between 0.5 and 20 keV (Ref 52).) A cluster of discrete-
energy sources is another possibility for spectrum simulation. If the electron sources

are required to have variable divergence (e.g., in order to accommodate test satellites
of significantly differing sizes), then more than one lens may be required, or a masking

scheme can be devised.

It is possible that hot-cathode sources could be used for simulation of spacecraft

environment up to energies of 200 to 330 keV, or more. Appropriate DC power supplies
are readily obtainable and are not expensive, but much care would have to be exercised

in the design and construction of the electron gun insulation. The tank vacuum would

probably have to be well below 10- torr during operation of the sources at such high
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potentials. (The presence of cold walls to maintain the spacecraft thermal balance
should help the .chievement of this pressure.) Again, sweeping of the accelerating

voltage for spectrum simulation would be possible. Use of resonant AC transformers
for this purpose might be advantageous. An alternative scheme for generating a

spectrum would employ a foil scatterer, although this method requires a factor of 100

higher initial current from the source.

An electron source designed for low energy (<50 keV) can be very small and

compact. However, as the design energy increases, so much the physical size of the
device and of the power supplies. This must be kept in mind for situations where there

are physical size restrictions or where flexibility in placement is desired.

An extensive review of electron sources and their availability and costs is to be
found in Reference 53.

3.3.2 Multipactor Jectron Sowrces

I The multipactor source (Ref 54) has attractive features for application to space-

craft charging simulation. This device has no hot cathode--it consists of two metalI plates with an rf voltage applied between them. Stray initial electrons are accelerated
to a plate where they create secondar; electrons which are in turn accelerated to the
other plate by the reverse field, and so on. Charge multiplication by multipactoring
occurs in various modes according to relationships between the rf frequency, the rf

voltage, and the electrode spacing.
Such a discharge can be used as an electron source by installing a perforated plate

as one multipactor electrode, a grid for electron extraction and current control, and a
grid for acceleration to the desired energy (Figure 6). The multipactor electrodes are

probably most conveniently shaped wich spherical curvature in order to produce
appropriate beam divergences. The divergence can be easily modified in situ by
mechanically masking the perforated electrode. It should be noted that the beam

pattern need not be axially symmetric at the target position; custom patterns can be A

readily be created by appropriate masks. Beam current densities of 5 9AA/cm have i
been achieved at SRI with a very simple multipactor source and with no attempts at

optimization for maximum current.
For satellite charg'ing simulation, the multipactor source offers advantages of

simplicity, contamination resistance, high stability, no light output, low mairitenance,
and ease of irradiation coverage modification, .he device should be useful for the same
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of multipactor source. The current is
controlled by potential Vc and VA is the accelerating potential.

electron energy range as hot cathode sources (0 2.0 keY). The cost per unit should be

comparable to that of the simplest type of hot-cathode source. Energy spectrum

simulation can be achieved by programmed accelerating and control grid bias voltage

sweeps. Alternatively, it may be possible to produce a broad energy spectrum by

employing rf modulation techniques.

>.3.3 Positive Ion Sources

Many types of positive ion sources are available for production of total currents in

the range of tens of microamperes to tens of milliamperes. Fairly simple electron

bombardment or rf discharge sources are suitable for currents up to a few hundred pA.

Higher currents require plasma sources, such as the duoplasmatron. Spectrum
simulation could, in principle, be accomplishedI by voltage sweeping. Ion sources are

necessarily more complex than electron sources, since a gas feed system and usually a

water coolln; system are required. In addition, some types require a magnet with

associated power supply.

With Introduction of gas and reversal of extraction potentials, the multipactor

electron source can be used as a positive Ion source, The characteristics of such a

device are not presently known, but the current density attainable should be sufficient

for applications to spacecraft environment simulation. An Interesting possibility would

be that of operating a multipactor source with AC extraction potentials, thereby

providing electron and positive Ion beams from the same source. A considerable savings

In cost and complexity would result If this could be done for SXTF.
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If the test satellite charges to any degree under electron bombardment, then a

certain Ion current to the satellite will result from the volume production of ions from

residual gas by the beam electrons. The magnitude of this current will depend upon the

background gas pressures.

5.3.4 High-Energy Electron Sources A

Production of electrons with energies of 0.5 to 5 MeV requires what is usually

termed an accelerator. The most common and readily available types for this energy

range are van de Graaffs or dynamitrons. The characteristics, availability, and cost of

such accelerators have been reviewed by Shea (Ref 53), so that only a brief comment on

the subject will be presented here.

Accelerators for energies up to 5 MeV are large and expcnrive. Furthermore,
extensive radiation shielding would be required at the higher energies. There seems to

be little doubt that such accelerators would require permanent installation. Full target

coverage could be provided with a raster system (available for about $15K with six-

week delivery).
I

5.4 CONSIDERATIONS FOR SXTF

5.4.1 Physical and Elfectrical

If it is decided from laboratory testing that the worst case simulation of the space

particle environments in SXTF requires reasonably uniform irradiation of a test satellite
"with particle beams as an approximation to the isotropic flux of the space environment

then four to six sources will probably be needed for each species of particle (up to ten if

three-axis stabilized satellites with deployed solar panels are to be tested). The sources i
are expected to be mounted near the vacuum wall, so that they must be compatible with

EM dampers, backscatter grids, cold walls, etc. In particular, the sources would have to
be placed so that particles are not significantly scattered before reaching the

spacecraft. It would be advantageous for the sources to be movable in order to allow

flexibility in accommodating various satellite and instrumentatio. configurations and

changes in irradiation scheme. This would almost certainly not be possible for high

en~ergy electron sources which, because of their sizes, would probably have to be

mounted outside the vacuum tank. Small sources (e.g., 2 to 30 keV electron guns) could

be attached to the vacuum tank wall with magnetic clamps. A
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Regardless of the types of sources used, a certain fraction of the particle beam

current will miss the satellite and will thus impinge upon the tank walls, gri'(, fiber

optic cables, etc. (q.v. Section 4.3). Sections of insulating surfaces (e.g., gtyptol,

optical fibers) may charge to high potentials under such bombardment, leading to
i discharge problems within the tank. Some types of sources may be worse than others in

Sthis respect, since a fairly large beam divergence may be necessary in order to obtain

sufficient uniformity over the target. This problem can be minimized, but probably not

[7 eliminated, by properly collimating the source In a manner similar to that being

considered for the photon sources. On the other- hand, a grid network included to catch

stray photoelectrons would also be affected by the low energy electrons (but not the

high energy component).

Care must be taken in the design of particle sources and their associated systems

to ensure that no interference is caused to other SXTF systems or instrumentation.

Besides the stray electron effects mentioned above, sources can generate RFI that can
ilaffect' other systems. Substantial x-ray production can be expected from the use of ;-A

high-energy electron sources. The fluence would have to be low enough not to interfere

with the photon test dosimetry.
Since the SXTF vacuum tank is rather large and the electron beam path lengths

would be long, residual magnetic field l.evels must be considered. If the full earth's field

H were present in the tank, then targeting the low-energy electrons could be difficult

because of their small ('-10 m) gyroradius. The steel tank should provide enough

shielding, however, to reduce the residual field to acceptable levels.

If a ,article environment simulation system is installed in SXTF, then provision

must be made for monitoring the system operation. Instrumentation must be developed,

for example, to measure the particle flux incident on the spacecraft, the potential of

the spacecraft, etc. Thesc are not off-the-shelf items and may require some develop-

ment.

3.4.2 Cost

It is apparent that the cost of a particle environment simulation system for SXTF

would depend very strongly upon type and the energy range of particles to be used.

Simulation of the natural low-energy electron environment would not be expensive;

perhaps $50 to lOOK for eight sources with associated electronics and power supplies.
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Ion sources would cost somewhat more. Costs rise rapidly if higher energies and/or

A 'urrents are considered--a factor of ten or so for full sim'ulation to "-300 keV. Avail-

ability and developmental lead. time must be assessed.

High-energy electron sources (to .4 or 5 MeV) would represent a high cost, as well
'as generating major facility impact problems. Basic costs for the sources alone are

E !UK several hundred thousand dollars per unit, but design and installation costs (shielding,

. support structures, etc.):would be substantial. It is clear that a careful cost-benefit

analysis should be performed if high-energy sources are to be considered for SXTF. I
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